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Ho ward squeaks by Wayne State, 7-,6 '
No. 1 Soccer team to play Madison College
Gymnastics Grows
01arlic Neat : Voice of the Ho ward Bison
Morgan St. ,Crunched
Bl\JC Machine Opens Fal l Season
•
New Howard 'Net ters'

•
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·Bisons Hold Off
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By Roy

'

By Roy ~tts
The Howard University Bison
f otball team sty mied a late fourth
uarter assault by the Wayne State
'iarters' and successfully opened
t eir 1975 season, winning, 7-6 -las1
aturday afternoon 1n Detroit ,
ichigan.
Before a near capacity crowd of
~,200, the Bison opened the scoring
l_irst at 6:46 in the second Qµarter
f'ith a three yard plunge by fullbacK
Donald Barnes. who finished the day
kith 82 yards rushing. Julius Gamble
ickcd the e~tra point that later
roved to be the margin of victory.
Unfortunately, penal I tie ~ · and
ostly fumbles plagues the Bison
throughout the game. The first half
ended with the score Howard 7 and
Wayne St. 0. At th is point the Bisbn,
who accumulated a surprising 150
yards in penalities as compared to
State's 31, had 67 0 yards lost to
penalities and two fumbles.
Highly regarded 'Tartar'
quarte rba ck Ed Skowneski was
ininus 8 yards rushing~ li~ted t.o
9 yards in the passing departmenvat
tl1c half as the fierce Bison defense
f)revailed .
The second half appeared to be a
replay of the first as the Bison and
'Tartar' defensive units would not be
out-done.
But with 3 :52 remaining in the
game, Barnes fumbles on Howard's
19. The 'Tartars' recovered the ball
and quickly moved in to score on a
12 yard spurt through ·the right side
of the line with 1 :58 left in the
game.
With . the score 7 -6 Howard, the
'Tartars' elected to go for . the
two -point conve rsion and the
victory .

,

,

Betts
'

It's the opening. moments of the
'
Howard-Wayne
State football game
with the Bison in pOssession of the ,,/\
1
3

ayneSt.

bal~~:h~he~ ;aa:~~~·B i~o~ ~~~~~=;back 1

that falls inco.mplete.
l't is fourth do'w ri now and o
comes Julius Gamble, Howard's firs
, · string tight end 1 and . field goa

specialist· to attempt a 27 yard fie_I
goal, well within his range _
The kiCk is u~. l't's good accordin
to one official po ~i tioned in the en
zone. He gives the proper sign an
i m med i a tely. '-"!'ithout hesitation.
another official drops his flag; citin ~
11
an 'i nfraction upon the Bi}on offense
The penalty wa ~ 15 .big yards fo
holding and moved the ball back t
the Wayne State 25. Gamble' ·
attempt failed ' this time and so.
Howard was forced to 1give up the

.,

'
'

'

l.

•

has just attempted a thirctldown pass
play to wide receiver Nor.man Gavin

;

I

exceptional ball players and should
provide 'lots of excftement 'to every
Howard fan.
Michiel Banks and Kenny Warren
hooked up for 77 yar9s through_the
air in tile first game g~ the seasori so
look out for them tori'ite as well.
Defensively, .the man of the hour
last week was right linebacker Jeffrey

Simmons who made the key tackle
of the day, stoppi~a Wayne State
ball carrier on the goal line late in the
fourth quarter. His t ckle made the
difference between victory .and
defeat for the Bison .
All ·American defensive tackle Ben
' tackle General
Harris and offensive
Rooney , both seniors were qui_te
impressive against State by pressuring
ball .
•
Such was the case Saturda~
'Tartar' quarterback Ed Skowneski 1
afternoon in Detroit, Michigan as the
all afternoon. 'Big Ben' and 'The
Howard University Bison opened its
General' will definitely be on the
I
. h an
prowl for Hawks this evening a118:00
1975 football season
wit
p.m.
astonishing 150 yards jin penaltie~.
Wh ile the Bison struggled to
Hardly charactefistic of a Bisor.i
victory, t"he U'niversity ot
football team.
·
l
Maryland -Eastern Shore was hit for
Each time the• BisonJmoved dow
,o ver 200 yards in penalties during
t~e field, · they were victimized
their/ first game . Johnson
Smith
some officials poolij judgemen \.
tap~d the Hawks in Charl~tte, N.C.
Wayne State on the other hanit
26· 14.
accumulated a mere 130 yards i
Tµrning to other Howard sporting '
penalties.
activities this week-end, the HoW~rd
Between you and me , we were
University Bison Soccer team (1974
lucky to get out of Detroit alive wi t
1
NCAA .Soccer Champions) will open
so many flags flying all over the
tbeir season on the i-oad against
place.
·
1
Madison College in the Tour of
Fortunately, the Bison suffere'tl
Champions at Harrisburg, Virginia.
no serious injuries r o any ke
There will be two ffiatches for alt
personnel in last S3turday's 7-~
squeake r over Wayne State and
you ~ports enthusiast.s who might
s hould go into to1ite's. contest
decide to ma.ke the trip. The first is _
against the Uniivers1ty
f
at 9 :00 p.m. ahd the next is at 4:00
Maryland-Eastern Shd re at ·f
p.m. Next week the ~ILL TOP will
stren gth .
]
take ' an indepth look into the recent
Running backs Ant ~ony Tapp a
controversies surroui;iding the soccer
Doncld Barnes put ip outstandi g
team and their inco ~hplete. schedule . .
performances against tpe '-Tartars ' ?if s So STAY TUNED.
l
Wayne State combini?g for a sol1Cl
Remem ~r. the Bison t~kes the
1
173 yards on t he ground. (Tapp, ~ 1
.field tonite at B:OO p.m. in RFK
carries for 91 yards J nd s ·arnes , 24
stadium' against Maryland-Eastern
'
carries for 82 yards.) Both are
Sho're '.

ii

1

bf

Fullback Donald Barnes crashes over the goal line with 6:46 remaining in the second quarter as the Howard
Universlty Bison football team defeated the Wayne State 'Tartars' 7-6 in Detroit, Michigan last Saturday.
'

Skowneski rolled to his right and
hit tailback Terry ,Grimes with a pa~s
on the Bison 12, but quickly Howard
linebacke r Jeffrey Spencer moved up
from his position an.d la id a jarring
blow on Grimes stopping him within
three yards of the goal.
Howard took possession' of the
ball at their own 45 and simply ran
out the remaining seconds on the
clock.
Th is g<ime marked the first
confrontation between these two

schools. The next meeting is set for
RFK Stadium in 197p.
·
The Bison had f47 total yards .
offensively while limiting Skowneski
led 'Tartar' offensive unit to 158
yards .
Senior tailback Anthony1 ''The
Juice·· Tapp had an outstanding day
for the Bison as he rL1sh ed for 91
yards on 21 attempts . Donald Barnes
"finished second in rushir1g with 82
yds., followed by Harvey Bank s who
added 52 yards .

Last year's "MEAC 'MVP'. Michael
Banks completed 5 passes for 96
yards and suffered one interception.
Defen~·ively, Jeffrey Spencer was
theman with 6 tackles, ·6 assists, and
the key hit of the day, followed by
tackle Kevin Cunn ingham with 8
in d ividual tackles and se nior
co-captain 'Haywood Corley with 7.

1
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FIN,AL TEAM

' l

•

HOWARD

First. Downs •Push irg
First Downs Pass ing
First Downs by PJnalties
"'
TOTAL FIRST D~VINS
Number Attemptsj ~us~i ng
Yards Gained Pus ~ ing
Yards Lost Pushing
NET YARDS GAINED PUSHI G
<
Number Passes Cofpteted
Number Passes Attempted
NUmber Passes Ha~ lntercente
'
NET YARDS GAINED
PASSI G
Number Plays Rushing and Pas ing
TOTAL OFFENSE YARDAG .
Number lnterceptihns
NET YARDS INTERCEPTIO RETURNED
Number l "ime·s Punted
Number Purits Had Blocked
PUNTING AVERAGE. YARO
Number Puh ts Returned
NET YARDS PUNTS RETUR ED
'
Number Kickoffs Returned
NET YARDS KICKOF'FS REliURNEO

•
'

,'
•

'

1O
4

2

1

3

15
62
276
25
25 1

10
39

By Robert Utsey
.The ' Commu rii ty Gymnastics
Program was orig jnally created to
give student gymnast~ more
practicing time. It has sirice been
'expanded to include the cOmmunity,
employing the volu p teer assistance of
s tudent s to te r ch the skills.
Reg is tration fof the upcoming
evening sessions "'fill be September
30th. Classes will reet on Tuesdeys
and Thursdays frqrn 6:30 to 9:00
p.m. in the South Gym.
· The man res~onsible for the
expar1ded progra~~ is Coach Robert
Johnson. He has ~atc hed the steady
growth of the pro rapi for the past
seven years and is h opeful that one
day the team will qualify for varsity
status at Howard and national AAU
'
recognition.
There will be seVeral opportunities
for the Howard students to see the
'
grou,ps in action . Exhibitions
are
scheduled on Call)pus in December
and April in addition . to several
.
'
appearances during
football
and
basketball games .

.
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0
49
59

3.47
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0

0
5
0 ~
31.8
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0
33.3
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY :SOCCER R STER
No.

Name

Pos.

Ht.

t.

13
18

.'\::11L1ah, •Samuel
Baivgun, Tunde
Bamiro. Yom i
Bampoe, Gilbert
Beckett, Bertram
Davy, Michael
Davy, Richard
Gilean, Allen
Harrison, Everett
l zeu bigie, Sunday
Leiba, Trevor
Lookloy, Keith
Mclennon, Mario
Millhouse, Jepth a
Peddie, Li ncoln
'
Pringle, Paul
Saf"\ya, Muyiwa
Tucker, Kei th
Tulloch. Keith
Williams, Neil

FB
RW
CF
FB
CH
CH
R-LW

5'7''
6'2''

59
75

6'1"

76

5'9"

tiB

6'd"
. '

~d
62

5'11"
fi, '.

80 .

22
3
5
11

24
17
12
2
4

10
16
15
6

20

•

~

FB
CF
Goalie
CH
FB

Utl.
HB

vv

Home

1

5'8''

5' O"

5' l 1"

5'111"
5'8''
'
5'9"

CF
OR

I

•

''

5·1h·:

s·S··
5·~··
1

6' 1

''

6'1"
5'5''

•

ti7

l

6B

'ti5
'

70
62
73
10'

65
,55
71
75 .

70

S<;>ph.
Soph . ,
Soph .
Frosh
Senior
Junior
Senior1
Frosh
Junior
Soph.
Soph.
Senior
Senior
Frosh .
Junior
Soph .
Soph. '
Frosh
Senior
Junior
•

''

f

20

•

HILL TOP Staff Writer

The Bison Boaters , 1974 NCAA
Socci?r Champions, will be playing in
the Tournament of Champions with
host ~~adis qn College at Ha frisbu rg,
Virginia, today thru Sunday.
Howard's Bisor1 Boaters, Div ision
One champions, will be contesting
Adelphi, the champions of Division
Two. Madison will be contendi_ng
with Brockport, the Divisiof") Three
champions, in the second game. The
winners of the first ar.id second games
will vie in the finals while the losers
share in the consolation game .
The Bison Boater's Assistan t
Coach Bill acknowledged that
Adelphi and Brockport are top notch
contenders in the tournament .
•
''We have practic"ally th e same
team with the exception of Ian
Baine. who is playirig professional
with the Washington . Diplomats, and
Tony Martin, who has graduated,"
said Assistant Coach Billy.

32
106
7

14
1
96
76/

6
4

Gymnastics Grows
by Leaps U Bounds . Rooters Play Division
Howard is the only predominantly
Black ins titution with both a
gymna s tics ·team and expansive
programs .
. _
Last year the Howard Gymcana .
Troupe (organized for exhibition)
was featured during halftime at both
t/1e Howarp Homecoming and the
MEAC Basketball Tournament . .
The group is scheduled to ma_ke
the same two appearances this year.
and is hoping for a chance to display
its talents at the ClAA Basketball
Tournament this spring. In n effort
to arouse more inter t 1n
gymnastics, the Troupe has t
ed
other Bla~k ·colleges along t~e e t
coast as welt as District high schools.
Howar"d will be hosting the
secondarv school gymnastic
comf''ltition this spring_
i Jward's Gymnastics Team
(organized for competition) has
acquired new · impetus with the
prospect of local AAU recognition
and competition. Meets have been
scheduled for 1 April :

138

5

•

HI.LL TOP Staff Writer

WAYNE
5

~ 42
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By Andrea Shelton
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F©OTB~LL STATISTICS
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Gh9na
Nigeria
Nigeria
Ghana
Jamaica
Jamaica
Jamaica
Wash., D .C.
Jamaica
Nigeria
Trinidad
Trinidad
Jamaica
Wash., D.C.
Jamaica
Jamaica
Nigeria
.Bermuda
Trinidad
Trinidad
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By Peter Harris
HI LL TOP Staff Vl/riter

Int the first weekend of Fall
competition, Howard's baseball team
came away sporting a 2-1 record
after defeating American University
9-6 ' last SundaY, and splitting a
double-heade r at Catholic Univer ~ity
Saturday
(losing the first game
2-0 '
I
.
and capturing the second 8-4).
Against A.U., the Bison's offense
banged out 13 hits to compensate tOr
six errors and 14 walks by the
defen se.
After scoring twice in the first'
inning. Howard fell behind the Eagles
as they tallied one run in the bottom
of the first, two the second, and
three the fourth, to take a 6-2 fifth
inning leai:I.
Scoring . in all of the last five
i nnin~. the Bison surged back into
the ga Te. pushing tw~ runs across in
the fifth and seventh, a11Q single runs
in the sixth, eighth , and ninth.
SoJ hom ore right-hahder Greg
1
Scarbcirough, 4 -0 last Spring, pitched
a complete game,!earning a win in his
first outing.
,
Left fielder Elwood Holland
walked three times and singled,
stretching his consecutive times on
.base streak to eight at-bats (counting

In the opener at Catholic, Howard
'
was defeated
oti a one-hi ter by
Cardinal's righty Ray Peloq1o1i .

when shortstop Calvin Smith

ras

By Peter Harris
HILLTO_P -sta~ Writer
· Wednesday 1n Fairfax, the Geo_rge
,Mason Patrio_ts blasted the Bfis~ns
11 ·3, banging o_ut 12 safeties
inc luding five extra bfse ~its.
· Freshman le .ft -hander Gerald
''Tub'' G~skins. ir'r h is fi rst sta·rj this
season, sJffered the loss. He pi ched
seven innings before being replaced
by lefty Brvan Nichols.
1
Mason catcher Joe Neff led thei~
attack with a two run homer in the
bottom of the first inr1ing, and a two
run double in the third.
The Bison went scoreless the last
"six innings after tallying once in each

For those who lack transportation
or time . to attend Bison football
games, efforts have now been made
,to bring the games to you through
radio station WHUR (96.3 FM) .

left

on third, aqd in the fot rtr.1 when

Charlie Neal, former wide
rece iver , kickoff and punt returner
for Cleveland Browns and later for
Philadelphia Eagles. is ser.ving as
''voice of the Bisons. ''

defeat, allowbd only five hits but
walked four, including three in the
first inning, leading to one run.. A

two out triple and double in the
sixth scored Catholic's second run.

Wa_shingtonians will reme1nber
Neal as the ··soul-rockin',
mind-sockin''' D.J. on WOOK radio
· and as sportscaster for WAC TV.

Howard came back in the second

game, however, scoring once in the
Fi.rst Inning, and bLinching four in the
second. Big hits that frarrye were
fre.shman first baseman I qerald
''Tub'' Gaskins' RBI triple, ~ second .
baseman Burt Herron's tvyo RBI
single, and H.olland's run-scoring
single.
Howard also scored one in the
fourth and two in the seventh, while
Catholic tat lied once in the third and
three in the fourth .
Southpaw Gene Fleet bested
Catholic's Bob Garrley, issuing six
walks and allowing five hits.

•
Neal at one time worked at WSRC
radio In Durham and is presently
doing play-by-play coverage of the
WFL's Philadelphia Bells. ln Detroit,
where he resides, Neal i's director· of
sports for CBS. He hosts two
television shows- - ''·Pro-Football
Today'' which precedes all Lions
games ·and ''Big Ten Previer'' which
precedes all Michigan ' State games and does coverage of P iston
basketball games.

Charlie Neal
Asked how he viewed this year's
Bisons, h.e replied ''From what I've
seen, they have good size, terrific
running backs, h'igh caliber freshmen
' and with assistance from the vets
they have the prJtentiat to · go
undefeated.''
Despite tQ.,e great d~al of respect
for the Bi sons, Coach Porter, his
staff, and fans which Neal says he
•
possesses, he contends that he will be
honest in his cove rag e.
''Comment.'.!ting is like refereeing, in
that one. c<:::i11ot show favoritism ' ' 'hf'
stated.

By Rome

'

Bison Roster

•

I

.
.
NO.

NAMI·.

'

•

'

,_

'

'

f'mbrose,
55
' D.
Ball,P .
84
Banks, H.
27
I 2 Banks. M.
Barnes, D.
34
•
70
Brady . D.
3S . Breakfield, J .
Bridges, D.
IS
Bullock, A .
so
67 . Burns, J .
33
Cl1apn1an . _J .
Clark, T .
66
88
Conrad, T .
Corley ,.H .
43
Credit, A.
71
73
Cro1nartie, C.
79
Cunningha1n , D.
11
Dailey, D.
38' Davis, D.
87
Davis, G.
61
qavis, J .
80 '. De11nis, D.
63
Dupree. J .
41
~arnbro, T.
83
~owler ; . F .
•
89
amble, J .
Ga111t. E.
81
Gavin, N.
82
26
Gilbert, C.
31
Gipson, K.
85
Harris. B.
S4
Hollingsworth , M.
liunte r, J .
77
Hutl on, T.
69
20 Jackson, R.
64 Je n.kins, J .
30 Jon es, D.
Jones, M.
42
Kemp, H,
14
7S
IJee, M.
SI
McClain , R.
.
'
Morgan, M.
36
62
~apier, K.
16
p rter,D .
'
S3
!_llressley, M.
Ptyfrom , R.
72
21
Redden , H.
Robi11son , L.
24
' .
48
Robinso
n, T .
Roney , G.
76
10 "S eay, C.
Spears, T .
68
2S
Spearman, E.
37
Spencer. J .
60
Steptiens, L,
32
Tapp, A.
18
Thomas, B.
•
40 Townse11d, A.
44
"f1urner, V.
23
'leasley-;- 8 .
47
~arren, K.
Wiltkins. L.
.6S
46
Wl1ite, T .
S2
~il li an1s. D.
S6 . illiarns, J .
4S
iilso 11 , S.

l'(JS .

c

DE
RB
QB
RB
DE
RB
Punter

c

MG
RB
LB
DE
DB ·
MG
DT
DT
QB
RB
DE
LB
SE
OG
LB
SE
K-TE
TE
TE
DB
RB
DT
MG
LB
OG
SE
OG
RB
DB
DB
CT

c

RB
OG
QB
LB
OT
DB
DB
LB
OT
OB
OT
DB
LB
OE
RB
DB
RB
RB
RB
SE
OT
RB
DE
LB
DB

'

•

111 .

\\r l .

{' [. ,\SS

I IO~tl ·:· 1 O\\I N

"

.

New

.

'

l'OS.

NA¥1'.

DE
WR
LB
CB

A11derson. J.
Armwood, A.
Black , K .
3~
Butler, J.
43
Butler , M. ·
77
Collin's. F.
72
Cresro, H .
76
Davis, E.
40
Dobbins, R.
6S
Eaton, B.
31
Epps. K.
85
Epps, L.
82
Evans, M.
7 3 . Barlow , T. ••
7S . Fidderman, T.
87
Green, E.
70
Hairsto n . C.
84
Holmes, M.
Jackson , F.
86
20 Johnson , H.
Jones, K.
83
Lesane,J.
10
33
Madison, T .
Matthews, R.
61
80
Meacha111 , A.
34
.Aclvin , E. .
II
Milbour11e, W.
Milgette, C.
71
64
Miller. M.
Milchell, B.
so
Moddy, J .
66
I2
Nichols, B. .
21
Parson , A.
2S
Piment o, A .
36
Robinso11 , P:
41
Rodman , C.
74
Russell, J .
30
Sawyer, R.
S3
Settles, J.
S2
Simpson, K.
SI
Smith, P.
23
Smith, T.
37
Thon1as, J .
32
Townsend, W.
13
Ward , E.'"
42
Williams, C.
•
Briggs. R.
I 24
'

21
88
52

'

-'

1

1r·r.

w·r .

("LASS

6-2
6-2

180
179
185
I 78
ISO
295
230
240
I 73
18S
l5o
I 51
180
226
20S
160

Fr. '

•

1-:IOM El'O\VN

·I

6-11
5-1 I
•
S-1 I

s

OT
OT
OE
RB
LB
OB
RB

6-3
5- 10

K

OG

6-0 .

oc

'

6 -2

6-0
5- 10
S-7
s.9

OT
DB
DE
TE.
DB
DB
TE
OB
CB
DT
WR
CB
QB
OT
OG

.

6-4

LB
S-P
RB
WR
DB
RB
DT
FB
LB
LB
OG
OB
RB
LB
DB
RB
RB

6-0

F•.
F•.

s•.
F•.
FL
F•.
~L

F•.
FL
FL
FL
So.
F•.

·so.

F•.
SL
FL
So.
F•.
6-3 19 ~ So.
5- 1 0 170 F•.
'
5- 1 I ). 70 F•.
6-1 240 FL
S-S I SO F•.
5- 10 168 F•.
5- 10

6-4 255
6-1 ' I 75
5-1 I 171
6 -'0
165
l

.

6· I
6-3
6-2

I 76
218
21S
2JS
200
140
18S
160
I 7S
I 7S
240
205
210

6 -2 -

S- 10
S-7
S-9
S- l I
5- 1 I

6·0
5-1 I

6-0
6-1

"fr .

FL
F'
F•.
So.
So.

s•.

JL
So.
So.

s•.

F•.
FL
F•. .

5-10 · 177

s•.

6-0
6-1
S-11
6-0
6-0

230
19S
190
200
170
5-1 I I 7 S
S-5 I 5 5

FL
Fr :

FL
FL
So.
So.

Cape May, N.J.
Baltimore , Md .
Newark, 'N.J.
·'
Mecl1anicsv ille , Md. f
Palmyra, N.J.
Detroit, Micl1 .
I
New York , N.Y.
Baltimore, Md.
Balti1nore , Md .
Baltimore, Md .
Baltimore, Md .
Baltimore, Md .
'
Salisbury, ~td ,
Baltimore. ~1d.
,Stockton , Md.
Baltimore, ~td.
~1artinsville, Va.
Asbury Park , N .J .
'
Cambridge, Md .
Baltimore, Md.
A11napolisJ Md .
Baltimore, Md .
Wasl1i ngton , D.C.
Mappsville, Va.
Washington, D.C.
Washington , D.C .
Pocomokel Md.
Bayboro , N.C.
Wagener. S.C .
Salisbury, Md.
Detroit , Micl1.
Baltimore. Md.
Baltimore, ~td .
Bal 'ti1nore, ~td .
Washington, D.C.
Norfolk, Va.
Salisbury. ~1d .
•
Bayboro , N.C.
Washington , D.C.
Prince George's, Md .
Wyanduch, N.Y .'
Detroit . ~1icl1.
Queens, N.Y.
Horntown, Va.
•
Dover. Del. Detroit, Mich .
Baltimore .

By James H. Hunt
HI LL TOP Staff Writer

.'
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"Tlhe Howard University Bison
Tenn is team has begun making
preparations for the spring season
with the help of last year's team
members and four additions: Eileen
Johnson, Mark Williams, Ph il l,ip
Janitter, and upperclassman E. K.
Hollman.
Beginning this fall, Ho\'llard Will
participate in competition matches
agajost other area colle9es_ a~d
un iversities. : Among these will pe
Gebrgetown University, September
30; p.Jestchester State, October. 4 and
5; George Washington, Oct ober 10;
George Mason, October 1'6; and Tre
'American University which will also
host a tournament.
' In Division 1 of the intercollegiate
competition, Howard has
dded

•

'

Howari Unirlet1ily

•

•

•

•

'

Ill

Mlrrfani &llern 'Sllore

.

•

•
'

•

AT 8:00 pm
.I

~

'

'

I

.{

uns
tr l~ge

•

•

· in Omaha, Nebraska is ...
:a otl:f.r addition. He was chosen to:
the 4 11 -Nebraska 1st tea1n of jL1nior
cd1 1eges.
Al f r1g wjtt1 ·these outstanding
PrjoSPf!Ct~. the team "t1as ~11 - MEAC
~rfo~mcrs Vadnay Cottor1, ~era!d
G\over <ind A,ngelo Council . Ott1er
t e;ammernbers are "Mike Nettles,
Jeffery Tay lor, Tyrone Hart,
' Eilsworth Hart arid Oui11cy Marshall.
The Bi sons have 17 games
sdieduled on the road and only 6
Jmes here at How ard. They will
pl.3Y the other 4 in the 10,000-seat
Dr C. rmory .
I

I.I

I

f

•

Last, Week's MEAC Scores

I
.
::;~na;~~'.i~a Central,

~elalare

a
3

.

State, 29 ...'.. ' 1William
Ffatterson State, o
·
Grambling, 40 - Morgar1 State. 7.
Jlohnson C. Smith, 26
~aryl and -E.S., 14

1

,

1975 MEAC Standings

"

•Al l Games
2 ·0
1-0

qeia.ware State
~award Univ.
A&T
N.C. Central
State
'
..
Morgan
State u n1v
'
Maryland
-E.S .

t'1.C.
S.C.

J N o Conference
ren Played

I ·O
I ·0
0-0

1. 1

0-J
Games

Have
•

Howard Tennis.,
By Jolynn Johnson

Tonile 81 RIK:

I

The 1975-1976 ~award Bisons
basketball team has a few new faCes.
, First , it has a new Head Basketball
Coach, A . B. Willia' m son. and
Assistant Coach, Oscar Pendleton, up
from the J.V. ranks. Also. the team
finally has a pl'.lyer who is taller tha11
6'6'' .
' "
Coach Williamson ,- inspite of a late
start in recruiting, seems to have
brought i~ an ou tsta nd ing group . o f
playe"' - at least on paper.
'
Tony Bates. a 6'3'' gl.\Jard, ,has
jointj::I the t eam at Central HoWer
High In Akror;i, Ohio, he averaged
18.3 points, 4 assists a game and ·
mader All -City .
Among the new faces also is J ohn
Mullen a 6'9'' 220 pou Md
centirr-forward from South Akr0n
High i_n Akron, Ohio where he led ~is
team with 25.5 points and 22
rebounds per game_ While carryirig
his team to the state tourn ~ment he
made All -S tate · and Honorable
Mention All -American last season.
. the big boy, has to help
'
''Mullen,
us ," tsaid Williamson, ''and he is a Pro ~
prospect."
Ainother newcomer is David "
Whitehead a 6'3'' guard fro·m Airline
H igh in Shreveport-Bossie r City,
Lo uisiana. He was All-City and
All -State performer.
''A pure shooter with good range,
'
speed and mobility'' Willialflson
said
in a press rel ease.
Ron Parker a 6' 1 '' guard from
Southeast Fairbury . Cornmur1i t y

'

HILL TOP Staff Write'r

'

•

.

.l

harrty yan1e sµo11sore~ by th!?
ational Urban Leagu~. ~he Classic
1";.;s played in Yankee Stadium which
if .novv bei119 renovatecl.
The Gra111bling · M~rga11 game has
Decome mar~ thar1 just a footlJall
1
ar:ne. It has 11ecome a social event - a ·
0~1Jomi11g ; where folll from all ,
ver the country con1e ta sOcialize,
pa ty, to reuni te with· old friends ,
d ~o pay tribute to t~e football
I gacy that the two traditioiial Black
allege football . powers hav(:
e tablished,

•

'

•

230 2
205 2
I 70 4
210 3
225 4
229 I
215 2
180 4
230 I
224 4
185 I
21 s I
22S 3
180 4

'

.

.

•

NO

Detroit, Micl1 . '1
Wasl1i11gcon, D. lt .
6-+
Arli11gto11, Va.
S-8
6-2
Detroit, Micl1 .
6-2
Lakewood. N.J
.
Flint, Micl1 .
6-5
Sl1revepor1, La .
•
6-0
Lo 11gview, Tex .
6-0
6-2
Wasl1ingto11 , D.f. ·
L1l11isvillc . Ke11 .
6-1
6-2
W-asl1i11gton , D.l.
6-3
Sarasota. Fla .
6-2
Washington . D . .
6-2
Wasl1 ingto11. D.f.
Flint , ~ticl1 .
6-2 260 . I
Harris burg . Pa .
6-0 270 2
Fredericksburg , Va .
6-S 260 I
6-2
Wasl1ingto11, D.C.
182 3
6· 2 220 3
Warrenton, N. tj.
6-2
221 ·4
St. Petersb11rg1, r la .
Baltin1ore, Md .
6- 1 200
S-1 I 185 2.
Shreveport, La.
Dl1rl1a111, N.C .
6-3 239 3
Detroit, Micl1 .
6-2 21 s 3
Evans10 11 , Ill . . I
6-2 180
6- 1 212 J
Greenville . le.
6-3
190 2
Wasl1i11g1011, D.C . '
6-3 210 2 • Newport Richy " Fla .
6-J 180 4
Flint . Mi cl1 .
5- 10 165 2
Pal terso11, N .J .
Hai11es City, Fla .
6-3 2SO 4
5-10 120 3
l.os Angeles . Ca .
Ralcigl1 , N.C.
6-2 2 10 2
seat Plcasa11t, Md .
6-3 'J - 4
Dear Park, N .Y .
5-9 ~ 60
6-0
2S I
Bca11r11on1 , Tex .
5- 10 191 2
' .Haines City. Fla .
5- 10 I 80 4
St. Petersburg, !Fla .
S-9 16S 2
Miami , Fla :
Sou tl1 ern Pi11es, N.C.
6-S 240 I
Louisville , Ky .
6-4 227 2
S-1 0 200 2
Hillcrest, Md .
'
6-3 22S 2
W11co, Tex. 1
6-0 17 S 2
Wasl1ingt on, DC .
Ft. LaL1derdale Fla.
6-0 2Q7 4
6-0 17 2 4
St. Pet ersbu rg. ffla .
Sarasota, Fla .
6-2 190 2
6-0 18 2 4
Ft. Lauderda le 1 Fla.
5- 10 180 I
Wasl,1in gto11 . D.C.
6-2
240 4 •
Ft . Worth , Texas
6-1 \. l,80 I
St . PctersbL1rg, Fla .
'
6-6 . 27S I
Los Angeles, Ca.
Wasl1ington , D 1C.
5-1 0 t-72 4
6-3 21 0 3
Wasl1ington. D.C.
6-S 23S 2
Shreveport. La .
S-1 1 182 4
Porlsmoutl1 , Va .
6-1 18 S I
Colu111 l>us, Ohio
6-0 208 3
Washi11gton, D.C.
5-1 I 205 2
Detroit , Micl1 .
6-0 190 I
Flin1, Micl1 .
5-1 I . I 75 J
St . PetersbL1rg, Fla .
6-2 23S I
Cry s tal Riv er. Fla.
5-8 190 I
Wiln1i11gto11, Del .
6-3 218 1
Wasl1ingto11, D1C.
6-1 21 s
Flore11cc, S.C.
S-11 185 I
Durl1a111 , N.C .

6-2

•

-

I

1

A crowd of nearly 30.000
gathered in RFK· stadium Saturday
and witnessed the rugged Grampling
powe,rhou se team crunch helpless
Morgan State 40-7 . The occasio11 was
the Timme_Classic, - a charity football
game sponsored by the T ouchdow11
Club.
But the social significance of 1he
Morgan -Grambling game goes beyond
the Timme Classic. It goes back to
New York where the game was
ini tially played. The game began as a

Hawk Roster

•

•

I

HILL TOP Staff Writer

'

.

l

unched

.

'

o t ~ e first three. They ;teft seven
r nners on base during that span, and
1 t~ entire game.
! /"'
Howard totaled 11 hits 6ut failed
t stririg them together bu o~ce; the
t· ird inning, ' when ri,g t fielder
i~-c~nt Bailey singled, .firJt baseman
riarl Wallace singled., arid catcher
Hugh;' Campbell smacked an RBI base
~ t .ta left.
~
cdmpbell also had two other hits,
ing three for four for the day.
Howard's next game is tomorrow
ainst Catholic University at the
Ellipse, their first home game this
Rail.
•
,

1

frosh rightfielder Vincent Bailey led

off with a double, and di ed there.
Bison senior. John Chestnut, 1n

•

Big Blue Fail·
I

By Sheila (SAM) MaddoX
· HI LL TOP Staff Writer

· They stra11ded men in scoring
position ir1 tiie top of the second,

•

Page 9

I

Voice of
the Bisons

his four hits in Saturday's secono
game).
I

I

-

I

Fall Season Opens ,

'

l

1975

•

•

tt~endous
'

•

p

sinC~

"depth
acquiring
new players, according to the head
coach
Robert ' W. Johr1son,
·Jr
I
•
.
J!!lhnsqn noted however, thf! problem
o f Howard's lack of fa_cili t ies in the
a ea of tennis.
Howa~d
has utilized public
f9cilities pff campus. However, those
cdiurts. ca'n't be monopolized because '
t~ey are for public use and the team
needs rnore than 1he est ablished hour
f r prabtice. Coach J0hnson stressed •
t e need for student involvement i[l
t is are,a because tennis Ilk~ football,
s ccer, and basketball needs student
a d administrat ive supp·o rt .
r
Joh rsbn considers !tennis a
Ii eti me ,spor t. He SP.es the i;iossibility
o Howard beir1g -th; gateway for
i te rcollegiat e tennis and of1the sport
becoming a tuture professior1 with
sJbstantial SUPJJOrt.

•

•

•

lloR'f Bay Any Clleap lmiltllionl

•

, I

..

I

Get A Beautiful Class Ring
That Will last You A lifetime

See You Jostens Rep.
I

in 'the ' S~dent Assoc.-:-Office,

--

•
photo by Roy &.11ts

,

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

'
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THE HILLTOP

September 19, 1975
'

'

•

'

,

'
QUESTION 1:
What do you feel the role of the student, gc{vernmentj. ·
should be? .
I
•
1
\
QUESTION 2:
•
What do you think about the busing situ tion?

•

Libra-Scorpio:
•

1. To protect 1he rights of the

function .
·
2. It is a sign of ''1ack of in·

telligence ''

and

'' cu l tural

progress .:' . The t ~ought of
having Blacks buse ~ to white

•
•

-

sc hools is no different than
having people of ot h er nationalit ies placed there. This is
•
brought on by paSt ' feelings
about Bla c k s as being
•
so mething less than a man?!

..

•

'

•

I
.
••

- - -- - - -- -- - + ---+f.-

stud ent, I ha~e . ha ~ . r~re occasio n to be 1nvolvefJ 1n cam .....J? US polit'ics. The func ti .o n .of any
1
st udent government should be
a true repr·e senta ti on o .f\· lhe
student body, and t ~ ·rep resent
All facets of the stu ent body,
includ ing foreign st dent s . ~

•

•

•

I

.

.I

•

'
Gregory B. Nero

•

~

Zoology{ Sophomore, Sagf. .
ttarious:
.
,'
1
1. The role of student gover l.1-

•

l .

,

.-

•

~

'

•

'

-r

(
•

•

Valencia Strong
Business, Freshman, Taurus:
1. The role of student govern ment is to serve and lead the
students to its highest potential.
2. I feel no one should be'
bused f ifteen miles or so across
tdwn to achieve an education
w 'h en there' s an institution juJt
around the block. If your heart's
'
not into it, what can you learn?

Guinetti Jones
liberal Arts, Sophomore, S.Jigi
ttarius:

•

!

--

,

~

-

•
•

"1-- -

Ladies and Gentlemen who have
just entered the School of Business
your Student Cquncil . urges • and
challenges you to get involved by
becoming a member of the School of
Business Student Counci l.
To be eligible you must pick up
an applicatio11, in the Student Council
Office of the School of Business anti
Public Administration Room G-9.
The deadline for submitting an ·
application is Friday Sept. 26 at 5:00 •·
pm. Campaigning will begin Monday
Sept. 29 and elections are scheduled
for Friday Oct. 3.

f;

. tor-. ..... . . .

.I

,.

v' ~
,..,
~·

~

"

~,.

''

~ '

•

Crucial Elections
for Grads

.......'
... '' '

'.

•

.

'

···~· "
.
•"
'.
... -,,.-I' •'

• < _,

•

"

·'

"

""

•

. Important! All graduate students.
Crucial election-mee ting, Thursday,
Sept. 25, 5:00 in the Graduate
Student Council O.ffice, 303 Howard
Hall. Speak now or.'forever hold your
peace.

,
· Angola Forum
The U.S. Labor Party will hold a
forum entitled ''ANGOLA AND
PORTUGAL •

WHAT

IS

AT

STAKE?'' in Douglas Hall on
Wednesday , September 24th at 6:30.

Featured will be Elijah B?yd, the
U.S. Labor Party Representative for
the Popular Movement for the
liberation of Angola . ·

•

· Comm

The Howard Uni·versit
Improvement Committee · (H .U.1 .c'.
is composed q~ concerned students
who w ish to effect positive changes
, i11
Howard University and the'
~.,mmunity. For ~he present yearJ
the following problems, amOng othe
things, will be addressed·: increase1
tuition, Cafeteria prices, dormitorY,
problems, i:9mmunication betwee
men find women on campus,. an
:congression.al opposition t
1Howard's feder'al funds_ ·

On Wednesday September 24,
1975, there will be a "field trip tp
Lorto'n Refor ,m atory . Limited
number of students will be altciwed
to participate on thC field trip and
interested students sh?uld contact
..Chaplain Eric ,V . Payne at 636-7292
•
or 291-9169.
StudEints participating wilt meet at
9:45 in Thurman Lounge located in
the lower level of Rankin Chapel .
'
Transportation
to Lorton will leave
at 10: 00 a.nj. Sharp!

.

Membership is open to alt
students. ~onstructiv e i np.ut · if
encouraged.
~

'

The Office of Student Life is
•r.equesting that all recognized
Student organizations submit the
names and addresses ,of officers and
·advisors to the office ·as soon as
possible, but no later than September

20%0FF ·

-------------------·-

•

This information is 1 necessary for
the 1~75-76 Student ' Organization
Directory.

'

Yearbook
'
.

'

The 1974-75 BISON · yearbook 1s
almost realityllll
We thank• you for your patience
and if you can · bear with u.s a little
loriger, the Yearbook Will bej ere in

October.

__

•

•

I .
•
I

The·New Hilltop
'

•

'

Unclassifiep Ad Section

f°' $1.00

4 lines

I
I

,.

1

reaching ov, 1~ ~en

I

I
{reg. 50) I

•

30. 1975.

I.

.

I
'

l11terested?
-

Contact pe'rtrious Powers ·

lI.

WITH THE RETURN OF THIS COUPON
•
TO THE UNIVERSITY SNACK BAR
•

"

(202) 636-6868

Looking for a lively discussion
group _in your dorm? Check out the
Dorm Bible Studies. More than just a
!at of heavy ideas going down, the
dorm bible studies are a spir"it1,..1al' •
encounter with community and 1
fellowship .
i. Study groups will be held on the
1
evening of September 22, 1975, in
the following dormitories: Dre~
Hall, the Blue Room; Bethune H~I J.
the Multi-Purpose Room; Cook Hall,
, the Lounge; and the Small Parlor of
- Baldwin Hall, servicing the
· Quadrangle.

•

cial ~ctivist Dick Gregory. THE HILL TOP. We're objective, from
a Black perspective!

'

Dorm Bible Studies

LARGE ORDER FRENCH FIRES ONLY .40
People in the know and on the go read THE HILLTOP. Like so-

I

Student
Organizations

•

Prison Visit

,

'

•

•

lmprov~ment

---------------------~------------·
I
•

.

'

•

School of Business
Freshmen
•

1

•

\

More Hilltop .Rappe~idgs

•

'

'

1. I feel student governmen
should be jLtst what it says: 1
I
govern_ment for the stude~ts, t
speak 1n behalf of us on ·issue
that· would benefit us.
2. If the children wee polle
- - - - - - --tor their opinion, I believe i
would diff~r greatl y from th
adult's opinions. Since th ~y ar
the ones beirig bused j w
sh.o uld listen more intenily t
- - , - - - t-hem instead . of others.

•

•

•

•

'
•

'

I

•

•
•

1·. I think the student govern-

'

ment should be exactly what ·'lt
says: studen ts helping students
on ... problems relating to all
stuqents.
\
2: I think that the busing
situ ation could be better controlled by start ing out' on a
voluntary ba sis. Also, it isn' t the ·
sc hool, it's t_h e school, it's' the
teachers whicli make a better
sc hool. So bus the teachers.

2. Hopefu ll y lhe day fa ill
never co me when we HAVE to
bu s our chlldren to whit e
sc h ools in order to receive a
decent edu cation, but to loo k at
it realistically, until w e hav,e bet '
ter qualified
in stru c tors o urselves we' 11 have to see ft as a
necess~ry evil.

•

•

•

Rhond.Ji Holmes
Psych_ology,
Sophomore,
•
Pisces:

ment role ':5~ ou1d deal strict ly to
1
and for the needs · of the ,
students. And if there is to be a
significant change, it should be
•
based ·on the majority's decision
and not through personal views.
I also belieye the student
government should affiliate
themselves with the surrounding community to get th,e moral
tSackup.
.
1
• 2. I think bu ~ irig is needed
1
and Will have a very meaningful
outcome. One ,o f the main
problems · of this society is
ignoranCe about o'ur fellow
man. I think with busing we
won't have that problem in
years to come. it' s bringing the
races ·together and that's an advantage for blacks. It' s helpingi
blaCks to deal w ith and underStand whites. And with that type
of knowledge, we Can definitely
reach our goals . ....

•

' - " - - - - - - - + - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -ledge of each other that will
.'
)
close it. The absence of either
•
group from · your peer group,
·particularly during the inform~ 
----~-~·--------~---1-------~-----~
t1ve• years of pre-adolescence,
\
can only continue the myths
. Music Therapy, J'unior, Virgo:
and hatred of years pa st.
1 . Being a c ommu ·ting

f

.

I

-·-- _s

•

'

'

1. The role of student gOvernment should be to control
student conflict, act as voice of
the student body to the admini·.stration, keep student morale
high ~hrough various extracurricullar activity, and be con. l ·b etween t h e un1vers1ty
.
'
nect1on
and the Sl!rrounding neighborhood.
2. I feel that '' busing'' is a very
useful .tool in closing the gap
between tbe black and white
races. It is_ from i_gnorance of
each other , that the gap was
created and it will be know-

, • •• 1

'

•,

•

D••id Lloyd
Poliiical Scie~ce, JuniOr, Aries:

'

student and to pnevent the
abuse of the studejnt by th e
facul.ty or any other University

•

"

I

•

Will Allen

'

s, :

. AdvertlSlng Editor ·
at6

I

•

I.
_______________!I

•

.

I

!
•

r

•

I

I

I
,

,

•

Lile a sword

t

resses IO
I

•

The Hiltop Is weopon

for 11 eedom,
•

. .

•

,
,

Denistry ............. .... p. 3
Ben Hooks .....•.....•. p. 5

•

"

and truth is the

Hilltop Hi lies

•

Blacks In Film ........ p. 6
''COMMUNlCATE TO
EDUCATE TO
LIBE~ATE"

'

foundation of

I

•

•

our efforts.

•

Bison Boaters........ p. 7.

I
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D .C. 20059

Author of Cress
. Theory

Band·Rocked
by I Velma Thomas

a ' bus Ca'rry ing the Howard Universi·tv
Marching Band was attacked by
''approximately 20 to 30 juveniles''
after the September 19th game at
RFJ stadium, according to an offi ·al

report from the Office of Secur
Injuries sustained included cu

head in juries due to thrown objects,
one case of inj ured ribs, and glass ·
splinters in the eyes of several

students. The injured were treated
and !released from Rodgers Memorial
Hospital .
·
According to the complaint issued

business
manager of the University Band, a
brick was thr(!wn through the bus
window inj uring the band director
and ~ix students .
ljhe report states that the incident
began af ter several male band
members asked the juveniles who had
''jumped ·into their ranks," to
refrJin from harassing the flag girts·
and the majorettes. ·
·
Als the band en!red th e parking.
lot ~he ''juveniles · an throwing
brick s, bottles and stic s at the band
members," the report continued. It
stated that as the bus approacl1ed the
intersection of 19th and C Streets,
'.
N.E. a brick was thrown through · the·
1 of the bus.
window

'

W:lliam

.-

~

••

ire

and Charles Bar.ber

••
Seven persons were injured wheni

by

_,.

Brawner,

There have bee? no reported
arrests from the incident_
One of the injured was freshman
communications student Donna
Borders. Glass from a . broken
window of bus nu1ber one struck
her in both eyes. Her in jury forced
Donna to visit an ev(e ·specialist- and
to date she still cahn0t see out of her
right eye_
orders f remembers sitting
towar s thel "tron.t rhen someone
yelled '' Due ~ ! '' as bricks and rocks
begar1 hitting the bus. The girl sitting
'
.
next to her jWas sho~ed into her lap
and BordersJ who is rather tall, could
not get ~own far enough. '' I
remember ~creaming hysterically,''
said Borde.r ~, ''why I re they doing
this to us." i
Later, '8'0rders sat in Rod~rs
Memorial Hospital holding th e hand
of a girlfriend. Band Director
Richmond Myrick, h'imself a victim
of broken glass:came over .to console
her. Said Borders, ''H ~ took time out
and saw everybody, not caring for
himself . He told me hat he wished
all the pain was on him a'nd not on
us ...
•
In explaining the Security system
at RFK , Bitty T. Nor.cod, Director
of Security and Safi t: , stated that

by Michelle Borders
Hilltop staff writer
Administration officials have
given no explanati on for the
dismissal over the summer of , Dr.
Francis Welsing, noted Howard
professor and author.
Dean Mann of the Medical School
said he would hold no discussion on
the firing with the HILLTOP or
anyone else. Dr. Cheek was not
available for comment.
According to Dean Mann, he did
not want to ''preempt any discussion
on the matter' '. A committee· ·has
been set up to handle such matters,
he explained.
Welsing met with Dr : MariOn
Marin, Dean of the eollege of
Medicine on November 8, 1974, to
discuss th e rumors. Mann indicated
to Welsirig that \her tenure was
questionable becauke of the paper
she wrote, Th"e Creskrheory of Color
Confrontation and Racism (White
Suprernacy). Welsing described her

''!;
initial feel ing as ''shocked."
When Welsing talked to Mann 1 f
.=
allegedly said , ''It didn't ma f
sense." Welsing said, ''He
specifically
objected
to my
saying that whites were envious of

_ {continued on page 31

•

•

'

l\/Jann: 'No Col1•1Ent'
-Black people because whites lack
skin color."
~
According t o Welsing, she
explained to Mann that what she said
about white peoPle was based not on
· what Black people believe white
people think but on what she had
observed about whites and what
whites told her. VVelsing ex pressed a
doubt that Mann had .read The Cress
Theory.

The Howard University Handbook

•

Unive'rsity · receives its major fund ing
from white people. Those who
control the major funding, influence
the directioo of the institutions
wtlich they fund . This is a fact of
poljtical reality .'' ·
When the formal recommendation
for' Welsing's academic promotion
and tenure was submitted to Mann
by the Chairman of the Department
of Pediatrics, Dr. Melvin Jenkins and
'
the Executive
Committee, it was
•
turned down by Mann. Accordipg to
Welsing, he gave as his reason the fact
that Welsing did not have specialty
boards 1n Psychiatry or Child
Psychiatry.
' Welsing stated·, that it . was
''shocking'' because other College of
!v\Elsing: 'Academic Freedom'
Medicine faculty persons have been
'
under Empl oyment Policies , sect n I
granted promotions and tenure
in Academic Freedom, states th tan
without boards. She added that
instructor is entitled to freedot
' to
Mann never mentioned to her.
research and pt.lblicize
previously that he felt she was no.,t
'
'
Welsing speculated that there ay
'
qu~lified because she lacked board
have been 'o utside . pres ~ures _ certification.
•
influencing Mann's thinking al,K>~
Welsing then requested a
her theory on racism. Manri de ie
Grievance Committee hearing due to
to · Welsing that there j had been a
Mann's refusal tor-, forward the
Su.ch pressures put on him.
recommendation to the Committee
In •explaining h~r suspici ns,
pn Appointments Promoti on of the
Wei sing meriiioned that ''Ho ard
(contipued on page 3)

•

'

SAGA Seeks

'
by ~heila
Vance
HillioP'staff writer
.
S~uoent Qovernment officials the
Univer/i ty, and SAGA Food Service
I ' ·
· programs t o
corporatron
are p I anning
'
.
max imi_
ze
student~ inpu_t. in the
universtty food service dec1s1ons.
· u 1<5SA is , organizing a
University-wide Food Service
Investigating Comm ittee and plans to
conduct ''hearings'', according tci
E:K . Holman, UGSA bu d~t
chai~man committee organ izer, and
Steve Poston, UGSA coordinator .
The
university-5ponsored Food
'
Service Advisory Committee, which
is composed of stude nt
representatives and administrators,
met September 21 and will conti,nue
to mF.t twice a.month , according to
Rick i Morris, SAGA's foods director
at Howard .
·
'
UGSA Committee hearings are
plan11ed so studen.ts can present their

l~put

'

•
'
positions to
food service
administrators . According to
Holman, '' By conducting · a hearing, .
more people can get 'involved and
know both sides of thk issue."
He hopes that the]committee will
also come up •With '••rec.ommenda·
tions for the betterment of the fo od
service."
''The problems of the food servi ce
existed before SAGA took control .
We need time ' to J iron out the
problems, and that <;:annot be ~done
overnight," Morris argued.
He said he ''wanted to get the

feedback needed to do
(his) job."
•l •
According to Morris, the UGSA
c<? mmittee is.not rea11y necessary. He·
1
sa id students ~ave another
committee to air their complaints
and can bring any complaints
d irectly to his office ·during the week
I

..

between 4 :00 p.m. and 5 :00 p .m.
'' If all these tools are going on.
why do th ey need another ," he said .
.
'
''Communications is the biggest
. "problem regarding the food service!''
said Morris. He adde d that various
student govern ment oFganizations do
not tell each oth er or the students
'
what input programs are
alre ady
'
operating .
Unde r SAGA's operation •. Morris
continued, tht!re are more' stu den ts
working in the cafeterias. Cafete r i~.'
workers are not losing any benefits, -.
1
or being prohibited from · having
union affiliation, he said . Morri s
added that both SAGA and Howard
employet s are working 1n t~ e
cafeterias.
UGSA is concerned about the la"~k
of student input in a decision wh'i' fh
allowed an outside corporation ~o

•

••

••

'

'

n
<

(continued on page,5,,

'

•

.
.
~tud~nt criticism continues to mount against Saga Foo.ds, Inc:, said to ch, rge hi.gh prices for ~r quality.J'ood.

Pictured above are students in line at University Dining Hall .

.

,

Photo by ~lvin Reid

'

ers

Qrown Addresses La
projected in a ''new'' way.
·
Brown stated that soc iety

•

'

.'

as

that tells us we have no worth , not
by indicting white America, but by
demanding dignity, justice, equality, •
and educafion where we want it and
when we want it, •according to
Brown .
NCBL serves blacks with problems
withi.n the telecommunications
industry .. as well as those having ~
social, economic, . and political
problems. The organization has been
involved with a range of issues such
as the Attica Defendants case, the
Student Murder case at Southern
University, the Panther 21, the
Angela Davis defense, and the
Soledad Brpthers case.
The Broadcast and Cable
subcommittees of NCBL will sponsor
two symposia ·on 0c;tober 31 and
November 1. Further information
may_
obtaine~ from Cunis White,
n of the. D.e . Chapter of
at the Citizens Community
Cente located at 1914 Sun~rland ·

Place, fj!W.

tonvOCilliQn Set
'
The
convocation ceremony will be
~eld , f~ay ." . at 11 a.m. in Cramton
Audi f orrium. Faculty an~
administrative offia!rs are asked ti:>
partic~ pate in the acadefl'.'iC ·
Procession attired in[their academic
dress.
Classes will be suspended from 10
1•
a.m. to 1 p.m. in order that students
8~st8tf members may attend. The
'
Univt?rsity
Choir and the Concen
Choir will sin .,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ ___,

•
•

'

'

'

•

•

•

•
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•
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'
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Needed

I your ID Number appears below, please report immedirately to
the ffice of the Registrar, Room 128. Mordecai Johnson Building.
1
Ask to see any.of the following indivi uals:
•
Mt. Cecil Frankli • egistrar
Ms. Lucindia
mon
Mr. Levell tis

023269
040275
060120
096820
169722
253830
335910
359395
387420
433j193

490137
502785
511680
518121
569100
~98640

599352 •
623830
675113
691795

719570
731750
768590
825780
883110
900195
900542
900759
900775
901106
901402
902295
902330
902773
902890
903226
903566
904079
904231
904380

905187
905784
906183
907716
910100
910807
910835
910847
910894
911147
911608
911962
912022 '
912023
912026
912382
913488
913550
914029
915089

915138
915144
915252
915253
915614
915620
915626 '
917107
917599
917748
918741
918892
919852
920129
920158
920193
920607
920619
921621 '
922145 '

922270
922587
922669
923153
923772
923824
923881
923887
924065
924218
924551
1924679
924682
924704
914783
924811
924988
925175
925177
925407

925460
925527
925701
925783
927830
926187
928196
928260
928467
926604
928770
928925
9,29999
930163
930317
9,30545
932010
932367
932415
932491
966277

.

1

Registration

Lorton Poetry
\

A program of poetry and drama
by a group of men from Lorton will
-be presented in the auditorium of the
Marti n Luther King Memorial
iJ:.ibrary .on October 2 at 7:30 p.m.
An exh ibit of ''Freedom Art''
consi sting of painting, woodcarving
and . string art will also be on display
in the Exh ibit Hall of the Librciry
from September 26 to October 9 .
Free of charge .
•

•

there will be several changes in
traffic flow in the area of the
.Howard Un iversity Hospital, W

and Bryant Streets, N.W. as
fol loViJS :

'

1. Bryant Street Will become
one way west from 4th Street to
Georgi alAvenue.
2. W Street will become one
way ea~t from Georgia Avenue
to 2nd Street , N.W.
3.

' ~ Street parking

restricti ns as follows :

No

parking from 7 :00 A .M . to 6:30

P.M., Monday through Friday
and no standing anytime on

Stree t to Georgia Avenue .
4 . V Street '' No Parking

•

Workshe1p

r•lix

Howard Un iversity Hotli ne
w ill be back in full swing
begi n ning October 1, 1975.
H otline is co m posed of
volunteer students inte rested in
hel ping the Howard Communi ty
w ith problemi, of all sorts.
making referrals, and gi vi ng you
so meone to ~ fal k to. Call
HOT.LINE , 636-6878 starting
Octobe r 1 - We' ll be there .

lnteroati~nal
Students

I

5. 5th Street ''No Parking
'
Anytime''
on the west side of
5th St eet from U Street to W
' Street .

Thirty-six medical students
piirticipated in a summer research
assistal)t program coordinated by
Assistant Dean for Research, Warren
K. Ashe, Coi'lege of Medicine .
Students were involved in such
diversifie~ areas of research as the
biochemical aspects of sickle cell
treatment and the role of
1mmunosuppressants 1n renal
transplantation .
~ Support for thi.s year's program
came from an NIH grant . .

All students who would like to
att~nd the HOWARD UNIVERSITY
versus FLORIDA A AND M game.
the Howard University School of
Business ari d Public Administration
Student CounC:il will have a BUS
ava"il able for those students who
would like to attend the game.
Ti ckets are al so available. For further
information please call 636-7440. or
7441 or stop by the School of
Business Room G-9.
••There are a limited amount of
seats available.so act fast!!

''

'

•

Talent Wanted

Mideast Accord ·

.

0

Movie: Executive Action deals
with the Assass ination of
~ennedy. Date ·Sept~m?er ~o.
1975 Time-9:00 P.M. Cra mton
Auditorium.

The Militant Forum is sponsoring
a panel discussionon 'The Mideast
A,::cord : Peace or New War?'
Speak~rs include an Arab student
a ~a former leader of the
Anti -Vietnam War movement. The
foru nf ,will begin at 8 :00 pm on
Friday Oci;ober 3 at 1345 E St.
N .W.- 4th fl~For further
information call
a
Ugolini at

•

783..2391 or 783..2363.

I

Seymour
Pentecostal
Fellowship

•

The William J . •.Seymour
Pentec o stal Fellowship meets
Mondays at 8 p.m. in the Pentecostal J
Student Center, 2324 First Street,
N.W., 232-5918, and Fridays ~t noon
in Rankin Chapel . Organizational
· meeting and elections to be held
'
Friday, October 3 . Rev. Ste.ve
Short,
•
Pentecostal Chaplain, 636-7292.

'

•

I
. .f
4 opliona

•

•

•
•

•

•

'

\

•

Swim to· Music

1. 19 Meal Plan....
$309.89
' I

Join in the swi m
with the
Howard Uni versity
Water Performing
Swin1min g Arts

Dinner Sat. & Sun.

Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. .. Mon ... .fri., Brunch

•

I

2. 15 Meal Plan ... Breakfast, Lunch Dinner. .. Mon. · Fri.
$258.12
I ·

•
•

•

'

3 . .10 Meal Plan ...
$237.34

Choice of any meal. Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner,

I

I

on.

~

'

Fri.

·,

I
'

4. 5 Meal Plan ...
Lunch only ... Mon. · Fri.
4
$118.50
Meal Plans ate not operative during the Spring sf!mester break, however meals are available at the ·a la
carte c~sh cafeteria. We invite you to choose the plan that best suits !our needs.
.•

TRYOUTS on Satu rday
Septem ~r 27, 197 5
at 10:00 AM
at Men's Gym (Pool areal

'..
'

Fun and Music, learn to
swim to music
· I males needed

'
I
Breakfast.. ... · Choice of Juice or Fruit
'
Choice of Cold Cereal
]
Choice of One Entree (2 eggs, French toast or pancake)
Two Slices Toast, Butter. Jelly or Breakfast Pastry
Choice of Two Beverages (milk1 tea, ~offee) hot choc.
'
Lunch ... :.
Soup .
1
1
(
Choice of One Salad '
Choice of One Entree ·
!
Choice of One Vegetable
•
Two Rolls or Bread with Butter
Choice of One Dessert
.
I
•
Choice of Two Beverages (milk, tea, coffee, fruit punch soda)
I
'
Dinner ..... .
Soup
· Choice of One Salad
•
Choice of One Entree
'
Choice of Two Veiietables
Two Rolls or Bread with Butter
Choice of One Dessert
··
Choice of Two Beverages (milk, tea, coffee, fruit pun h, soda.)

..

Y

•

•
•

HUMEC Meeting

•

•

FORMERLY TY'S DISCOUNT RECORDS

REGULAR 6.98 LIST LP
4.99 OUR PRICE
ALBUM OF THE WEEK 3.75
UNIVERSAL DISCO 45
-SUNDAY SPECIAL LP

'
•

\

•

l
•

.65
3.75

•

flATURING A ··NEW• SELECTION OF
GOSPEL ROCK BLUES JAZZ AND SOUL
HOUAS 11-.1 MON THIU THURS/ 11·9 FRI AND 'AT/ 12·5 SUN

2438 18th St NW

•

LOOK AT THE MENU

Also

232-3990
IOS

1Jniver~il'J ·:;Dining JJa//.

:J.or nwre infi,~fion ca/I 631 . 7400
•

IV

'

•

Kyle San.ford
Tel. No.636-41 65

.

•

•

All talented persons who wish
•
t o pa r ticip a te in t he
Hom eco m ing Va riety Show
should contact: ·
Ric ky Wilson Rm. N0.281
Office qf St uden t Life
•
Tel. No. 636-6920

·'
Assass1nat1on
•
Movie

~

•

•

'
•

H.U . l . C .'s Gr iev an ce
Committee will be distributing
opinion surveys throughout the
•
dormitories
during the next two
\\'eeks. Take a minute , utili ze
. this chance · to exp ~ess your
opinion, and · supp~r H.U. l.C.'s
Griev ·a nce Com
te'e in its
effort to try
o 'i mprove
dormitory life .

B s~s to Philly

·

,
•

no rth side o f the street .

'

'

Calls?

4, 1975.

HUIC Survey

Monday through Friday on the

H.E.S.A. is having a business
meeting-luncheon for all human
ecology undergraduate students
on Tuesday, September 30th
from 11 :00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m.
The purpose of this meeting will
be to ~ther as many HUMEC
people together as possible so
that we can · 1) vote on the
constitution, 2) ~rganize to
assess our strength and potential
as student force, and 3) to. find
out where your heads are at. The
focxf will be nutritious and free
- the ideal combination - but
you must supply the food for
thousftt, so that we can really
get things off the ground this
year. see you there!

·Med Students
'
Research

or

from 8 :00 A.M. to 4 :00 P.M.,

There will be a chartered Qus
to the Florida A&M v. Howard
University game in Philly~
Round -trip bus ticket will be
6 . 38 per student . Interested
students should come· by the
Office of Student Life. Money
· must be .paid by the 30th of
.Septe mber .

'

Missed Phone

All pe r s o ns int e res t e d in
.becoming' a Howard Uni versity
HOTLINE Operator, please sign
up in the University Counsel ing
Service by Friday , October 3.
'
1~7~ .
Tra ih in g f or new ·
Ope rato rs will be held Octobe r

'f '

. north and so uth sides from 6th

'

Hotline

The Howard · Univer s ity
School of Business and P,ubl ic _
Administration Student Council
, in conjunction ,. with the
Marketing Club is sponsoring a
survey df gen~ral registration .
The research has been planned ·
by four students - Twai n
Anderson . James Austin, Jr.,
Girard Lytle , and [ Rudolph
Reese . Miss Odessa Flamer is the
advisor for the project.
The pUrpose of this survey is
to alle\l iate some · o f the
p f oblems encounter e d b y
students during registration at
Howard University . To effect
best results, the si.Jrvey will be
conducted not only du ring fal l
registration, but spring as well .
In addition , students will be
notified of preregistration for
the spring semester through · an
•
advertisement campaign. The
results of the study will . be
compiled and published .
The survey of fat I regi strat ion
takes place after regist rati on. A
coope.<ative re s po ~ se from
students will determ ine the
success of the survey .
Please participate! 1

September 25, - 1975,

1

J

Survey

~·

Traffic Changes
On

•

.

The How~rd ~ Universit .
The Offii:e of Security and Safety
Department of .Psychiatry and th
Se rvices is offering a secur ity
education program to inform the · '·Office of Con i ii;iuing Medica
Ed.ucation will cosponsor a two-da .
community about crime prevention.
, conference. entitled, ."The Role o
According to Director Billy. li.
Ps'(chiatry in ~e Universit\t Medica .
Norwood, it is important that the
Center ," October 2 · 3 . The
co mmun ity be more ''security
conference will be . held at the
con scious.''
.'
H
o
ward
University
Hospit<il
Says Norwood : ''For exampl e,
Auditorium , 2041 Georgi'!l Avenue]
you could ask y"ourself: Did you lock
' N .W. There is no fee fo
up before you departed from your
participation.
h om e. apartment
or dorm itory
. '
Principal topics to be discussed
room? Did you remove those items
include > ''Pedi3trics arid Child
fr om vi ew that you left on the seat
Psychiatry : Interface or Illusion.;''
of your car, and did you lock you1
' ' Research and the Mental t:lealth of
car? Did you secure your purse in a
Blacks ," and ''Pr·oblems and
locked drawer when you departed
Priorities in ithe Development of
.fr om the office? If the answer to any
Community Mental Health Programs
of the above questions is no, then
in Minority Communities."
you. ' a.re .?ne of this week's ;Crime
stat1st1cs .
,
'
The security education program is
Couns~ling
set up on an appo intment basis each
t
week for groups of five ormore
person s. Classes are i held Monday
'.
thru Thursday . · from 8 a.m. ....
The Howard , Counseling Serv ice'
midn ight. Interested groups or
will sponsor ii workshop on
ind ividuals may call 636-7166 for an
' 'Vocational Choice and Decision ,
~ p p ointm e nt .
Making'' on October 4. from 9 a.m.•
~d 12:30 p.m .•,. at the University
Counsel ing Service.
'
The workshop . will give
participants a chance to share the ir
vocational concerns with others,
e xplore alternat ives and discuss
. '·
.
If you are m1ss1ng important
possibilities or problems ·involved in
telephone calls, then you need Talent
making a vocational choice.
Line Message · Service. Borrowed
For further information, contact
Time Productions, a non-profit arts
Saunders, at·636·6870.
organization, is sponsoring the talent
•
'line · message service for artists,
perfo rmers, writers, creative people
•
in any media , an d at a surprisingly
low cost. So call 347-4700, from 9
a.m. to 5' p.m., Monday through
I
Friday. That's Tal ent Line Message
~, Tp e lnternatl o-n~~ Students'
Se rvice, 347--4700. Don ' t miss that
, Association of Howara University
important call.
cordially invites you to attend the
'

-

535.. 7009.

I

I

The Liberal Arts Studef')t
Council needs volunteers to sit
on the · following commi1:tee and
task force s:
a. Project Awareness Board
, b. Community Thru st Task
f i orce
•
c . Ac a de m ic Ad vise ment
Comm ittee
d . Sa ve Blac k School
Comm ittee
e. Ente rtainment Board
f . Te acher Ev a lu ati on
Committee
g . Dormitory Improveme nt
'
.
,Committee
h. Fund Raising Committee
, . i. D.C. Experience Course
'·. j.
External Affair s
Committee
k. Publ icity Committee
Int e rested persons should
c om e b y th e Liberal Arts
Student Council office located
in the Office of Student Life
room 282 Cook Hall or call

I

I

.·

Security Ed

'

,

•I •
P, sych 1atnc
Conference
•
I.

'

•

•
I

•
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eye on afrika
,,

By : Sam lfeagwu

I

• •

j•

•

Zimbabwe
A suggestion that Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia) be split into two to
provide for a Confederation of Black
and Whi te States is to be raised
. next
.......eek 'at the Congress of the ru ling
Rh o de sia n Fro nt .. Party . The
suggestion has been pi.Jt forward as
the · basis for future talk's on a
consti tuti onal settle ment between
the White minority government of
Ian Smith and the Black African
Nationalists. ,
The Nati onalists, however, are
expecte'd to reject the suggestion
outright as an atte mpt to neg~te their ,
call . for posi tive moves towards
majori ty rule. Meanwhile, the feud
within the Nationalist , {ANC) camp
has escalated to become' a direct
conflict betweeri ANC President,
Bishop Abel Muzorewa , and Deputy
Leader, Mr . J oshua Mkomo .
Bfshop Muzorewa expelled Mr .
Nkomo from !he ANC over the
vveekend, but reports from Salidbury
this week said J oshua Nkomo has
ca tegor\cally refused to accept his
expul sion from the Council .

•

The South West African People's
Organization led by Sam Nujoma has
denied reports · that the Zambian
governrnent has ordered the
Organiziition to move out of its
present headquarters in Zambia .
Mr. Mujoma also denied using
Zambia as a base for launching
military action again ~t South West
Africa, stressing that all SWAPO
bases were inside South West Africa
and that SWAPO centres in Zambia
vvere only being used as health and
education centres.

Ghana

The Acheampong government in
Accra has renewed the amnesty
Lgranted to Ghanaian exiles in '
ne •ighboring Togo. The exiles have
been asked to return home without
fe'ar of prosecution or punishment
for past pol itical or subversive
activities.
In a statement, the government
reminded persons involved in the
•
activities of the ''National l iberation
Movement of Togoland'' (NLMT)
that they had been given up till
Luandan Newspapers th is week
October to return to Ghana and live
sta .r ted . a co unt -down to
as law-abiding citizens .
independence as the Angolar People's
The NLMT is an underground
Liberation Move ment (MPLA), •
qrgan ization which had tried to
which con trols the capi·tal. terfltory,
revive agitation for the seccession of
started gearing up for the November
ttle former ''British'' Togoland which
11 l n de~de nce Day. However,
became part of the Volta region of
Portugal Will not hand over power in
Eastern Ghana after a Un.ited Nations
Angola to the MPLA unless the
plebiscite in 1956.
·
United •Nations agrees that this
Movement alone represents the
WHY WE USE "K" IN AFRIKA
Ang01an people, the Portuguese High
.
Most venacular o r traditional
Commissioner in Luanda told the
languages on the continent spel l
Associated French Press early th is
Afrika wfth a K; therefore' the use of
week .
K is ~rmain to us.
•

Angola

'

Dentistry Demand~
Met Hallway .

j

•

'
•

by Denise Williams

.,
o.._~
"' 11 top naff -_......

In the, fol lege of Dentistry, the
'
Anatomy' co'urse has been
•
· restructured to ' meet One of the two
major demands set forth in a student
boycott by last 'year's freshman claSs.
However , Jonathan Lawoyin,
Dentistry Student Council President
said, · ''I still want . tp see more
improvement.'' ·
President Jomo Kenyatta thi s
According to Lawoyin , many of
week received a l}ersonal message
the students were disturbed by the
from President Julius Nye (e re of
course examination given at th.e end
• •
Tanzan ia, Kenya's neighbor, ~n the
of the 1974 fall semester. He said,
future of the East 4.frican
''out of 105 people who took the
Community and their joint railway
anatomy exam, ninety failed ."
system. fl:e lations between t~e two ~
Students were also upset by the
countries reached an all time low \
attitudes of some of the medical
early this ,rrionth with mutual
school faculty. Lawoyin stated,
•
accusations that each was trying to
''There was a probfem 1n the
break ·· up the East African "'
Pathology department of the '·
Community in · which they are
Medical S<;hool . Students felt they
partner!> with UQa!lda.
were being treated as second-class
citizens."
On the outset of the boycott, two
Nigeria · has put a life-time local''
major demands were made explicit.
ban on an American pilot of 'iY.r The"y called for the restructuring' of
jetliner which crashed in 1973 killing \
the anatomy course to ena,bfe
157 homeward bound Muslini f
(continued from page I)
pilgrims. The pilot, Captain John
Waterman, was among the . 33
si,irvivors of the crash .
there was only seven Howard
A tribunal set up ·by federal
Un iversity guards :'officially on
Nigerian authorities to probe the
duty." The remainder of the security
disaster blamed the pilot for the
is under contract to be handled by
crash. explaining that he was careless
the stadium under
the ' direction
of
and reckless. The tribunal was
.
.
Kenneth Hopkins, assistant D.C.
assisted in its investigation by
Armory board manager.
representatives of the Boeing Aircraft
Norwood ·explained that
Compilny, the Royal Jordanian
university security guards ''have no
government and the US Nati01"1a;
commitment except to secure the
Safety Board.

Nigeria

Band

Senegal

•

Th'e West African Dev1ilopment
Bank (BOAD) will finance its first
proj ec ts aimed at aiding the
economic ,integration of !he ''least
favored countries'' next year, Board
President Pie rre Clavar Damida said
in an interview in Dakar this week .
M. Damida said the Board mad1,
up of Ivory Coast, Upper Volt4-}
Niger: Togo and Senegal would se'tl
up its headquarters 1n Lome, Tog()
•
next month .
·

Black .Officials
Discuss
Economy
j
.
.
:
WASHINGTON, D.C.
A
. three-day national confe ren ce of
Black elected officials will be held in
the nation 's capi tal in Dece mber to
exa mine the roles, problerhs and
opportunities of the ;_l,503 Black
men and women who hold elective
public offices in the Un ited States.
The meeting, which is billed as
The Third National Insti tute for
Black Elected Public Officials, wilt
open on Thursday, December 11 ,
1975
and close the following
Saturday, December 13 .
Headquarters for all activities will be

the Sheraton-Park Hotel . The general
theme of the conference is '' Politics
and the Black Econom ic Condition ."
'
The lns,t itute will be sponsored by
eight 'n ;i tional and regi o nal
organizations which coll~ctively
represent the interest of . the vast
majority of all Black elected officials
in the nat ion . The Joint Center for
Poli~ical Studies is a sponsor and is
the coordinator of the national
gathering.
In .1969 the Joint Center's
. annuaf
National Roster of Black Elected
Officials listed 1,185 blacks holding
office. As of June 1975, that number
had ·grown to 3,503. In 1969, only

Hilltop staff writef'"

The Sen~te Committee on
intelligence and C.l.A . activities
recently . disclosed ,information
regarding the, storing o.f deadly
poisons, · which were ordered
destroyed in 1969.
C. 1.A. Director _William Colby
acknowledged the fact that the
'Central Intel ligence Agency spent
some $3 million on the development
and maintenance of the secret cache
of poisons, wh ich i nclu~d 11 grams

'
TIIE

48 black men and women served as
' ; today there are
mayors
approximately 140 black municipal
chief executives. In additi on , blacks
have been elected as lieutenant
go ve rnor .1n two we s ter ~'
states. With .such shifts an~
ovements in black pol itical life ; the
stee ring committee for the natiOnal
inst itute is satisfied , Williams said,
that ''now is the time to step back
• fro m the fra y to gain a long-range
perspective of the strategies and
tactic;s that can best be employed to
further empower Black Americans
with in the pol itical system of the
Un iteP States."

FOREIGN SERVICE
of the
UNITED STA~S OF AMERICA

.

I

and For the U.S. lnfnrmatian ARe nc y

inforIJtationl cultural officers
Work-a nd serve-in Washington and
ove rseas. You must be an American
c il ize n and 21 (or 20 if you have
completed your junior year} in order
to take the writ ten eJtamination which
will be gii.ren this yea r on December 6.
Entering pa y levels are be1,~1een
SI 0.520 and $14.7 4 ~. Applications for
the December eJtaminalion must be
s ub mitted by Oc tober 31 .
For
additiona l infor mation and applica ' ions wri te to:

Welsing ·- - - - i - - - - ' - - - - -.- - - - - : - !continued from page I)

College o(Medicine.
Th ~ Grievance Committee voted
that Mann send the reco mmendation .
forward.
The Comm ittee of Appointments
and Promotions voted that Welsin!P
should receive promotion to
Associate Professor and should be
granted tenure .
Dr. ~ h ee k then made the final
decision that Welsing's appointment
should be terminated.

Welsing said, ''It is farcical that
can get orders for my paper on
racism from individuals, bookstores
a~d universities across the country
a~d that tile paper is used in many
cl~sseS at Howard University , but
tHen be told by the Dean at the
College of Medicine that I should be
terminated because of the same
paper.''
She added , ''If psych iatrists are to
solve the problem of racism, they
must first stud"y it and understand it,
1
j u st as any phYsician must

I

Board of EJtaminers
Room 7000
D'epartmant of State
Was hi ng to n. D.C. 20520

understand the diseases he or she is
called upon to treat .".

'

SAGA

ar~

+rts13 hrs. weekly , 2:50 per hour
$!>0.1469 betW9&n 5 and 8 pm . Weekdays.
------ ~. - ---- - - ---------

frikan Clothing such as Dashikis, Robes
nd Dresses - made professionally by
1yimu11a, at student prices. Call

"
improving .
T:o determine whett;ier the . 1975

freshman class is having the I same
problems as in the previous year, Mr.
Lawoyin feels he must - wait until
stu .dents take the_ course
examination. He said, ''If a high
percentage of the class fai ls the test
again, then something is wrong."
The Dentistry Student Council
President says he has had students
tell him that they feel they. are not
taught properly and that the
objectives are not clear to them.
''Most of them have said they don't
even know where th·e instructo'rs are
coming from'', he remarked.
Lawoyin said he wi ll not say
any t hing more until after
examinations.
I
•

area where students are." The rest of
the Security falls in the hands of ~he
stadium guards and the metropolitan ·
police .
• There has been no previous report
of this type of inciderit at any of
Howard games. While Miles stated
that he doesn't believe tha~ this
incident will force the university to
'play the remaining games on the
campus field, he did add that ''it
could happen ."

23·242~'

- ----- - - - -

"Cornrowing and braiding for the Afrikan
Jrtoman or the Afrikan man; all styles
~va.ilable , p rpfessional yet personal work
~
done by Sherifu and Utamu
Cal'rl~
585·2478.
(

1--- ---- .... -'-----·- Still looki11g for tt\at sweet innoce t
'
young
lady, I have plenty of lrlone
o
W,end if you're my type. PHone 797·1894.

I

·

Winter Vaca tion! s tu •.10 gar • en ,apt . at
'
; Coral
Beach Hotel on the Beach ; Tropical
~tting in Freeport, Bahamas, $125.00 per
fiee k . Call 577-1404, 234-2262 or
, L A9·3746.

I ____ L ___ _

elp Wanted, male or female

l

I

.

.

ddr8ss envelopes at . home. $800 p~r
onth. possible. See ad under Business
Qppo'1unities. Triple ··!;".

~- - --

'("ANTED : Tutor for calculus, 026 for
Arel\ & LA; J h~. weekly , $ 2.50 per hour.
f' all 558-1464 between 5 & 8 pm .

r.k::~~~"d ~~~o~k;n~~,,-~.~~dy

How~ver, Church

of. shellfish toxin capab_le of l< illing
''hundreds of thou'sands'' of ~opl~,
cobra venon, and assorted chemical .
compounds which are fatal .
Colby also testified on the
discovery of\several electric dart guns
capable of firing poison pellets.into a
victim. By dissolvin!) into the victim.
the pellets leave no traces.
Committee Chairman Frank
Church ( D - lda~o) stressed the
potency Of the poisons 'bV recaping
the testimony of G.arl Duckett, head

sa·

·~ ral doses

Colby claimed that enither he' nor
ther high ranking CIA officials had
knowledge i>f the Ft. Detrick, Md.
!secret storphouse prior to this year.
1He declared that lower lev~I officials
~ere responsible for defying orders.
sent doWn by Ni xon in 1969.
But fo rm e r C IA scientist
esponsible for hiding ' the poisons,,
athan Gordon testified that he
'
ev~r received ·'"lord to destroy the
ox1ns.
I '

~-----.., .

$3~ 1 50~ 1 000

I

I UNCL·AIMED S~HOLARSHIPS
$33,500,000
I
I
I
~
no
I
l
!
!!!!!!I
D
I
.
D
I
,I
o~ ·
I
Ch••ve
t
I
I

Over
unclaimed sc1olarships, gr.ants, a ids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 ,t o $10,000. Current llst of these
sources researched a nd compiled as of September 5, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Ma ine 04103
·
O I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1
for postage and handling.
(Check or money order cas , please.)

If you wt•t\ to u•e your c t\erae ard

out eppropriete bo•es below

PLEASE RU SH YOUR
CURRENT LI ST

I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

E•1>Jre11on oe1e
Month/V1•1

SOURCES TO:

Me•l••

Nadmreess
Ad

I

l
.............................. .. ,..............

........... .. .... ,...........
'

.. ,..

....

'

I

.

r - -----

1111

•

effecti~

I

pie•••

•

r re the ,least
c, way to
admi nister the toxin. If the use of
~ 'sophisticated· equipment' ' were
empll ye d, hu ndreds of thousands of
eople could be ani hitated .

of CIA's science and technology
divi sion, ga.ve 1n closed sessi'?n·
Church stated that 11 gra"ms of the
deadly shellfish toxin if administered
orally would be sufficient to klill at
least 14,000 people.

1'

'

f lse ? Are off.the-rack fashions
Lnbecoming to 1/ou? If so, you should be
f oming to us! We make the fashions to f it
r.ou. Our sewing is done by ex~rt
r.aTstresses who will measure and fit
ur
cl !Ahes to your shape and y ur
~ersonality . For more information, call
829.6055 and leave ' your name and
r lriept\on"e number.

Credit

Welsing believ~s that wf;at ' has
happened to her as a faculty member
at Howard University, is extremely
unf ortunate . She stated ''(I)
understand what has happened in the
context. of the political dynamics
(power relationships) in our social
system which act to support whites
over non-whites. Non-whites are. not
to develop or discuss ideas which
make whites" uncomfortable. If they
do, they must be sto_pped ."
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AdvaQce tickets are now on sale at
•

Contact Mike Evans -. LASC Activities
C
ordinator
. I
office of Student Life

1

2308 Georgia Ave ., N.W.

. Rm282·

•

234-3617
•

•

•

I

Phone - 636-7009

•

I

- ---

~"----------:-----.------+-----:-.
•

'
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'

•
For further information call

.

.

Super Special "ttraction
Donny Hathaway
Thurs. Oct. - 2 Shows ·
Fri. Oct. 3 - 3 shows
Sat. Oct. 4 - 3 shows
Sun ·. Oct. 5 - 2 shows

bv

•

profession.
!.
Lawo\tin said ''as far as anatomy
is concerned, ''.that demand haS be~n
met. As for equal treatment in the
medical school , he only hopes ,t hings

•

~:::n:oi ;:~::~~~.~,~~. -o;;~;~,,

Card No.

2308 Georgia Ave. N.W.
234·3617

take over a university furiction, said
,Poston . According to a UGSA
research document , SAGA foods was
contracted to operate university food
services in July 1975 because ~he
Howard University Food Service
'' was IOsing money on a regular:
basis."
Five and ten cent reducti ons on
vegetables, soda, cake, milk, and
orange ju ice took effect September·
18 Morris stated. However, Holman
said he is ''not satisfied With the
reducti ons'' and would work towards ·
•
more.
Holman ·expects the food ·service
co mmittee , to be in complete
operation
approximately Octobe,r
1• Members will be chosen from the
Committee · for Concerned Students
and dormitory officers, among
others.
Morris said minutes from the
Food Service Advisory Committee
meetiOg will be posted in all
university dln1ng facilities: The next
meeting is(scheduled for October 9.

students to pass Dental Board exams
I
and, to be treated equal ly as students
of dentistry 1n the medical

keep your Afro healthy !Ji
can't affoc-d the barbet''s
~ices. 5ee Shiba for that profeuional yet
irrwnal touch - call any evening or
~ t you want to
~ ne . but yo1,1

lnl11rb1nlt No.

GJ Ww-pk'J ~ Supper C/ul

•

(continued from page

is look ing for Qt1alified
men and women to be :
political/labor officers
economists
administrative officers
consular officers

·

e

Unclassifieds

CIA Keeps To
j

byDfn[jlizwe

~~~~--=:::::::::=======-~~~~ .

Special· To The Hilltop
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Kenya ·

Zambia
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•
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•

•
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The Struigle ~ontinues!'
'

.

•

!

•

Howard University has entered into agreement with
Saga food service for a period .o f one year, July I, 1975
until June 30, 1976. Saga is, without doubt, one, of the
largest food service corporalions. A brief review of the
1974 annual budget report revealed an ·.approxim'\te
annual revenue of $294 million.
. Saga operates in over 45 ·states and the District of
Columbia. It presently services over 338 colleges and
universities, four of whom are predominately Black,
..... also 205 business firms, 70 hospitals, and employs over
. .
30,000 workers.
Considering the very nature of a corporation this
size there was little doubt that under Saga food prices
'
.
were going to rise, as they surely did. We are presently
liv'ing in a monopoly corporation periOd and there is a
great danger to the students ~nil the university if Saga
and some of the other large food corporations - Mar·riott, Canteen, and Af\ V - team up together and decide

•
Hodari Ali
The odor - surrounding the entire
''Patty Hearst episode'' is growing
touter and fouler each day . It all
seems so phony.
No one I've tcilked to really

·Letters. • • •

tax on the food, which is unfair, considering the tax ex .. empt status of the university. According to Saga, the
reason students now pay tax is because THEY have to '
pay taxes.
We think that this is ·a ri'p-off, considering that according to the 1974 annual report, Saga made a. profit
of $4.7 million compared to $4.3 !l'illion in 1973.
' We will t?e watchi.n g Saga this year to see if Howard
students are being ripped-off. It is important to remem ber that the Saga-Howard centract only lasts for one
year, with the option to. renew at the end of that period.
If things are not satisfactory; we will not hesitate to let
the administration know that we· do riot want them to
'
renew their contract.
•

Bison Fan

•

.

Dea~

Editor

Friday n·ight I took a short flight .
Where I went, I saw a terrible sight.
I went t~ see a Football game
instead, I saw one team get put to f ~
shame .
.i
They lost from the point of
origin . , They didn 't get a ctiance to
·begin . .
, Howard took the game and the
lecid. Boy did the points exceed.
•
•
I
felt
real
good
at
the
end
of
the
,
·game. Because our team didn't get
put to shame.
Kenneth Galloway '

f

.

.

·· oo you people listen to the radio station (WHUR),"
questioned a disgruntled Ed !Murphy. 'I nodded yes in
uncertainty.
- "Before I put in another dime into the Howard
niedia, he continued, I want ~o see some results. I just
can't understa·nd why my business, which has live entertainment every weekend and'. is just two blocks
~oughly from any on-campus dorm, is not supported by
the Howard community'," he said.
·
''Even during the day I have restaurant facilitii;s ; a
jukebox and a cozy atmospho;re for any student to want
to come and hang out. And it's not just me that's hurting but a lot of these .Black businesses on Georgia Ave.
1 mean what 1s it? Folks still want to run. to
Georgetown," he said in disgu.st.
I shrank further and further in my chair , unable to
explain this common problem that has sent a good
amount of Black businesses to the sidelines in despair .
··well ," I cleared my throat ~nd found it suddenly hard
to figure out what to say ne~t. "If you give us just one
more chanct• and run the ad at least for four weeks I'm
sure you'll get some response," I said ..
"O._k., I'll try you lguys out again, but this time for the
last time, 1f 1 ·don't get a fa~orable response from my
Donny Hathaway show, thenl that's it," he said sternly. ·
''Oh I'm sure the student ~ody will cqme thru this.
ti111e, you'll see," I said (]lli l·k!~: shaking hands and ·
departing. "This Friday when this ad appears you'll see
thein come down in droves, the brothers and sisters
always try .to support the Black community," I said
closing the door behind me. I turned around looked
over Ed Murphy's Supper Club for the second time and
sadly hoped that I had not lied again.

, ..,

· Loves Us ·
My Dear Brother Hodari ;
The paper is beautiful , brother!
The tremendous amount of work
you've put in is obvious from the
outstanding quality of the finished
produ~t. Good fuck with your en tire ·
program during your last year at
Howard.
•
•
As-Salaam -Alaikum
Your br6ther ,

I

Keith F. Woodard
Director of F3rm Operations
NATION OF ISLAM

.

Dear Editor,
I am presently confined at the
London-Ohio honor camp and am
very lonely. I do not receive any type
of mail.
_I would like for you to print my
letter in your paper with the hope
that I will . hear form any reliable
female - size, looks, creed, color
dor;i't matter. Any form of
correspondence will be appreciated.
I'm 5' 10'' and 150 lb. with black
hair, brown eyes, and am olive
Brown complexion. I love Jazz,
chess, handball, photography and am
26 years old. ,
Chuck Johnson ,
136·559 Box 69
London, Ohio 43140

•

I

Thanks

Wants C~, :an Fountain
.

~

I

Words bl Wisdom
-·

•
•

. .

•

•

I:
•

Follow Through! ~n all you d,,
''It is always easy to covet a other man s success ,withou t
envying his labors:''

'

~

I

'' 'Anyti'me you depend on your nemy' for a job, you 're in bad
..
.
I
shape.
Bro. MalcolmX

•

I.
Vietnamese proberb: 'The pressu

•

of the water bursts the dike '

Chinese proverb: • he beginn ng of all wisdom is to call
tl1ings by their rigt1t names''

•

'

l.

I-

Jr. Class President
•

•

•
•

•

Dear Edi tor,
I ~- h to extend my personal
l hanks o you for publishing the ''Jr. ·
Class'' letter in last week's Hilltop. I
would also like to congratulate your
superb handling of the camp45
newspaper for this academic year.
George Conover.

I

.

••• a nd 'r"or e Letters

SOON WE FORGET.
Such a careless regard for the
~ health
OAS
of others makes me Wonder if
Prisoners SeekNljlail, .,
the fight .for this particular freedom •
Recommendations
•
was in vain. For those who practice
these careless, unhealthy and
,
1. ·Dear
tor
senseless antics, ''WOULD YOU
WANT TO DRINK FROM A
I attended the convention 1 of
Dear
Editor,
.
FOUNTAIN STREWN WITH SPIT.
African Students., members of the
I
am
presently
a
resident
of
th.
e
CIGARET>TE BUTTS, CANDY
OAS at Howard University, held on
Federal
Prison
located
'
a
t
Marion,
WRAPPERS, ETC? •
Friday September 19, 1975 and was
Illinois
and
am
being
deiained
on
a
Though you did not participate in
amazed at the chaos and confusion
charge
of
bank
robbery.
Al
thou~
I
the struggle to fight for the right to
•
reflected during the session. The
confess
my
guilt,
I
am
not
a
criminal
•/
drink from a public water fountain
main problem, apparently, was t~at
and
hope
I
will
not
be
stigmatized
try to reffiember that others gave
the outgoing executive committee
Personally. I consider myself •
th"eir LIVES for just that right .
failed to produce before the general
''terrific'' guy .
j
·
•
LETS BE KIND TO EACH
assembly evidence of its financial
I am .seek·ing ~orrespondence
wit
'OTHER AND
KEEP OUR
.
I
trarlsactions sinCe it took office.
Sisters. I am BlaCk, down - but no
FOUNTAINS
CLEAN.
1
··
·To overcome this deficiency in
V. M. Paige
out,
and
still
proud.
•
critical inquiry, we m·ust look into
If anyone responds, phOtos will
'the causes (i .e., the breeding
considered an additional 1pleasures.
Housing Dean Responc1s
grOunds) of these prOblems. I am
· wil l include a photo whep I respond
•
.
.
further convinced that · the causes,
student$ had not returned their
Help me make the best ?f a_ ba
Dear Editor,
•
which w!ll only be eliminatea· by a
Housing Agreements. The majority
' situation. Thanks.
•
constitutional ammendme11t. addfess
Orie of the ~ost importan~1 of these students were
themselves to ~o basic themes.··
fUnctions and responsibilities of th~ upperclassmen. Follow-up letters of.
Mayo W. Turner,Jr
One, the introduction in the
Offic~ of Residence Life is to prpvide
inquiry were sent to each of the 642
I
88036-13~ 1l c~stitution
of th~e idea of checks
living accommodations both on and
students not' replying in an effort to
P.()l. Box 10Q0
and balances.
off-campus lor those students
determine their housing plans for the
Marion , Illinois 6295
Two, a proposition to include a
desiring this service. The resources
fal I.
•
•
constitutional clause that ensures
available, in view of the needs, are
July applicants were advised by
· effective participation, by one and all
Iimited. There are eleven ( 11.I
letter that there was very little
1
of the OAS members, in the living
•
residehce halls with a total capacit1 ,. likelihood that they could be housed
issues ·at the organization and its
o"f only 2557 spaces.
in the residence halls at the beginning
1
members .
However, this number of spaces
of the term. They were further
_and lnfonnation
The alleged misappropriation of
for · thEi housing of student
advised that some :spaces might
~ funds and abt,lse of power by some of
represents approximately 31.4% of
become available after all the
the members of the outgoing OAS
the total enrollmerlt, and is well
assigned students had an opportunity
•
•
executive resulted from presence
' Dear Editor,
above the national norm of 25%,"
to report.
..
•
•
within the Constitution of
which is the · accepted standard ·
It w~s also. suggested that they try
I
.
possibilities for concentration of
As-Salaam Alaikum. ! am , th
estalbl ished for universities ( - to secure h·ousing in the City with '
power within an executive which,
Minister of Information for a bos
throughout the country. It should b(
friends or relatives for a few weeks if
I
after elections, does not become
group of inmates here called thi
remembere ;that no University limi
possible, or they could take
responsive to the general body and
''Bonafide Black _Brothers'' ~l
its enrollment to the number o~ } temporary housing in a lounge
whii:h, afte.r all, does not feel the
students that can be housed in thfJ pending an opening in the residence
"BBB.''
Our ranks consist Of Brother
sting of not being elected into the ·
r_esidence halls. Therefore, it is
halls. T~e term ''temporary housing''
from all walks of life, Bro hers' of a.If
next government.
imperative that an effective
~s fully described in the letter as
faith's, convictions, etc. We are united
.Off-Campus referral program 1s
sleeping in a lounge with other
To effectively remedy the above
in an endeavor to..- elevate and'
established and maintained .
students for approXimately five (5)
pitfalls inherent i'n the existing
Let's take a look at the Fall
days.
renovate self and kind here 'and
constitution. I recommend that the
elsewhere. We numbei' fifty-seven a~
Semester 1975-76 Student Housin(
The letter further advised these
Program . This program began ii
present but ctre bound to gro~ an~d / existing executive body be dissolved
students that the Office of Residence
and its powers decentralized and
April 1975 with the returninv Life would assist them in locating ·
glow! Bet that.
'
1
shared by three.bodies :
students reservation process . At th ·
We are without funds and are not
housing in the City.
time all students residing in th
;
rewarded
our hard labor herel.
They were requested to advise the
( 1) a new executive consisting of
Why am I stating all this? We desire a
residence halls Were given the • Office if they wished ,. to take
an elected president.Jrom the general
• gratis subscription of your newspapef
opportunity to reserve their room for
termporary housing. The majority of
assembly and a cabinet appointed by
and an old or new yearbook. lnfacl
the fall semester. The next phase of
them did so by letter and telephone.
•
'
.
I
the President.
we request any and all literature yo
the program, the mailing of the
Their names were then listed with
•
'
can senCt that is conducive to oJ
Housing Agreements, took placfi!
the halls for temporary housing, and
1 (2) · a review committee elec~ed by
t~e general assembly.
cited' endeavor. Thanks in advanc'
dUring, the months of May and June
openings were provided accordin'g
\ (3) Peoples• assemblies (or bodies)
Power to Our People! I, .
that list. Studtints in temporafy
1975.
formed freely from among the
'
Thery were 2,415 Housin~
housing, elected this alternative.
,
•
•
•
members
in
the
general
assembly
This overview has_ attempted to
Agreements mailed as of July 1. ·
who actually have or feel they have
delineate some of the housing
le.tter of ~ nstructions was enclQsed iry
•
commoh interests or existential
policies. procedures and problems.
each letter requesting that the signed
Brother Bobby Angelo
concerns.
•
agreements be returned immediately.
025791
•
Edna M. Calhoun
On July 21, 1975, three (31 weeks
Raiford, Florida
after the estabtiShed· deadline, 642
Dean of Residence tife
· John Ayong '

Dear Editor,
The I simple drinking
fountain can
.
be considered a symbol of freedom
for Black Americans.
Hundreds of Blacks have been
degraded, beaten, ,and even lynched
just for daring to drink water from
the fountain designated ''FOR
WHITES ONLY' \
'
The story of ''Miss Jane Pittman''
had its most dramatic moment when
Miss Jane walked up the steps to
. declare, her emancipation by drinking
fro'm a water fountain - a priviledge
denied to Blacks in the early years.
•
Today , her e at Howard
University , there are those who use
thf1 dririking fountain for a spittoon,
ash tray; or waste paper bask et. HOW
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concerns by the students who were
there.
In ,response to a question -a bout
I
On another level, Howard's new.
he~
philosophy concerning the
direction of Howard, Dr. Woods said
Chairman of the Board of Trust~s.
Dr. Geraldine Woods, met Saturd\y
she wante.d the u·niversity 1:0 be a
''center of excel tence ."
night ' With a group of studel)t
government leaders and this writer as
While this may be• well and good;
•
part of her series of meeti.ngs with
what many of us were pointing out ....
the various components of the
was thai Howard must be committed
university.
to BLACK excelJence; that our
Considering, the ti~me and
students must not only be able to
environment of thEi session - a
compete in society-at-large but be
Saturday evening dinner iri a Hilton
able and motivated to create
Hotel suite - it was logical ~o deduce
alternative institutions to rebuild our
that her purpose was little more than I depfessed communitieS.
'
to simpty ''get acquainted'' . with
President Cheek addresses the ·
some '.1 responsible'' students in a ·
Howard community today.
Hopefully he will speak to this issue.
non-~siness atmosphere. Ah, but
not so.
,
.
If not, he and the administration
What came unexpectei::I to Dr.
be chclllenged to direct
,should
.
I
Woods was the very ~ocal and
Howard
niversity on a decided
as~rtive articulation o~ ·student
course of improving Black life.

Lonely

•

•

. '

revolution . The rest of us have to
play for keeps.
I
• • * ..... I

believes Patty will get anything more
than a slap on the wrist for being a
''nau~t.v girl." Already. she's started
copping her plea. Poor brainwashed
· prisoner!
If you stop and think about it, the
FBI surely knew she wasn't jn that
Los Angeles house .that fateful day,
or they wooldn't have been so quick
to ''fire it up'' ana kill all of those
people.
.. Also, considering the FBl's claim
to have involved over 3,000 agents
throughout the ·world in search of 1
the newspaper heiress, it seems as if
they have known of her whereabouts
for soir}e time and -were simpl'y
''timing'' her arrest.
The lesson from l this episode is
clear. The Hearsts belong to the
wealthy class, which is the privileged
class, which is the class that is above
the law. They Can afford to ''play''

'

to raise prices.
If we don't obgerve the actions of Saga, we may all be
paying $5 for a slice of bread!
1-he prices · we are paying now are too high for the
amount of food· we receive. Now, we are even charged

'

I

Destinies: Bea.-st's Decided, BUjs Uncertain

·Fo

'
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' Bring It Down Front

oints
timist.i c About Jobs

•

Books

•

'

(

Ope n Let t er t o
P resident
Chee

'

Much of this appeared last Spring
winning . Look at current TV
in an article in the Afro-American
programming. A few years ago there
Newspaper. But since the question
were few Black performers in drama,
~rsists (almost everywhere I travel
comedy or commercial news
someone raises it) and will perhaps
presentations: Today, althougtl you ~
continue for the duration of my stay
r:nay quarrel with the quality of such
at the Federal Communications
pfogramming, you are forced to
Commission, I want to address it in
admit we are certainly a lot more
print once more.
visible in a lost more positive
Let me say at the outset; yes,
situations than before.
there are obstacles to increased and
Not long . ago, Dr. Carlton G.
better employment of Blacks in th"°
Goodlett, president of the National
industry and their ownership of
1
N~wspaper
Publishers'
Assn.
n
oted
broadcast properties. But there are
there were ''more Black youths in
opportunities, as well .
A't the Federal Communications ~ inst\tutions of higher learning that in
institutions of higher learning in
tom'mission, there are a number of
.Great Britain . . th a 55 million
skilled j~b openings from time to
population."
time. The most sought ,after
National Education Associatiorl
professionals are lawyers and
figures from last year bear him out.
engineers. But until I came aboard
.A~co rdin!,J . to NEA, there were
July .5, 1972, aS the first Black ,
659,opO Black youths in public
Comrpissioner in the history of the
institutions ~f higher learning and
FCC, there were only two Black
155,000 young Blacks enrolled in
lawyers of a total of m~re than 200,
private institutions of higher learning
and only three or four Black
- a whopping total of 814,000 Black
engineers. Today, there are more
st~dents enrolled in such institutions
than 17 minority lawyers and more
last year.
than twenty engineers of color. 1
· Some of these ambitious young
This is a small start, to be sure, bu
students are enrolled in schools of
the FCC is now com mitted to ·
employment of ~lack professionals , communications in Atlanta (Clark
College) in Jefferson City, Mo.
and we sh al I go forward .
-....._
. . ;(Lincoln University) and Washington,
1n the industries we regulate ~
D.,C. (Howard University) to name a
and radio, telephone , satellites, cable,
few . Others are enrolled at leading
specialized common carriers - there
White schools· of communications at
is an on-going need of employees
Stanford, Columbia, Northwestern '
possessing professional skills.
Michigan State University, and many
It is not enough these days to say:
' .
others
.
They
are training for jobs in
''I'm Black , so my chances are
the broadcast industry, for upward
limited in the jo~arket, because of
mobile positions, and they will not
institutional and overtly expressed
bel
racism ." Racism, institutional or
. denied when they come seekfng
employment ..!. at least not all of
otherwise, is a given . But Black s
them.
everywhere are challenging it and
~

-

•

I

Be njam in Hooks F .C.C. Commissioner
I am often asked the question:
''What is the real situation in terms
of Blar~k employment tn and
ownership of properties in the
comriunications industry,

I

I· part:~ula~ly in broa~casting''~

Wilt 1s really increase 1n· both
areas? Do Blacks really have a future
in the industry, or is it as in too
many areas . of life, a case where the
prpmises far outstrip the actual
performance?
! The· inclusion of the term ''really':

i1 the question says a lot il1' respect

to the kinds of experiences Blacks
h~ve had, expressing as it does their
understandable skepticism and
sometimes outrigit disbel ief and
cyn1c1sm.

In this brief space, I want fO
devote attention to Blacks,, alo~e.
However , what I have to say
concerning them can be applied
almost equally to other minorities
a,n d to women, b6th groups of whith
a~e. like Blacks, among the last hired
and first fired, or kept at entry-level,
· going ' nowhere jobs in the indust7 .

•

'

y

.

.

By the way, broadcasting has
more tl1an_ _11 . l?f!!Icent minority,.
employmt?nt,, presently, compared to
the print media where Blacks in
editorial positions in the
metropolitan newspapers, are less
than two pe,rcent.
for these young people who may
aspire to oWiiershiP of radio and TV
(there are presently about .AO Black
radio licensees of more than 7 ,000
radio stations in this country,
although there are about 200 radio
stations which emphasize Black
programming; likewise Blacks own
only five of the 900 · TV stations in
this country, only three of which are
on the ai.r at present, two · of which
are in the Virgin Islands) let me say
the road may be harder. The cost of
ownership of such properties in
viable {top SS0-100 markets) in this
inflated pei'lod is almost prohibitiveL
In putting together financial
'
''packages'' to purchase a
broadcasting property or to acquire a
cablecasting un i t, the Black
prospective buyer should be careful
that what he is buying is not
overpriced, forcing him to borrow
additional 'sums that can make it
increasingly difficult for him to meet
his monthly overhead. what with
payments made on principal and
interest on the side loan.
In closing, I remain ever the
ORtim~t. There are yet obstacles tol
Black entry to the pwerful broadcast
media, yes; but there are
opportunities, as well. There are
obstacles, big ones, to Black
acquisition of broadcast properties
(and FCC licenses) but there are
opportunities, too.

,

••

William Scott
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Following is the Congressi J al Black Caucus 10 point Plan for
effectively moving any issue t reugh the legislative process. Many are
already being implemented by the Caucus; others are or need to be
developed by other prganiza 1ohs in cooperation With the Caucus'
legislative thruSt. The worksho provides a forum fo~ testing out the
ten-point process.
Point One - Legislative Agenda

..

A Black Kill

•

Dr . Curry stated, ''Our screening
programs 1n Washington, D.C.
irrespective or areas, have shown that
28 percent of adults screened have a
blood pressure of 160/95 mm . Hg. or
greater . Those screened are
predominantly Wack. The National
Health Examination Survey of 1960
to 1962 showed that about 30

•

I

perc ent of
hypertension.

,

black 1 adults
·

have

•
•

Comparing black and white
populations 1n incidence of
hypertension , we find that the
National Health Examination Survey
shows for age 25 to 44 , the black
males had ·a percentage of 20.4
percent and white males had a
percent of 5.1. For black females the
percentage was 18.7 and for white
females it was 3.4 percent.

''Obviously ," he said, ''more
blacks have • a predisposition to
hypertension. 1 believe that blacks
a rre highly sensitive to their
environment.''

Too many . programs have been
started and have faded out. It has
been said that black people are tired
of being surveyed and not serviced."

Dr . Curry's ideas on the effec t of
socioecon.omic factors on
hypertension in blacks were : ''The
National Health Examination Survey
in 1960 to 1962 showed that in
black males with a family income
between $2,000 and $4,000, the
percentage with hypertension was
21 .6, while it was 26.6 in males with
a family income above $10,000. So~
in that survey, higher income did not
appear to be a protective factor for
blacks ."

Psychosocial factors as related to
hypertension in blacks, were viewed
by Or . Curry in this manner, ''I
think," he related, ''that future
studies will show that the average
blood pressure maintained over a
24-hour period is related to the

complications of hypertension and
black people are confronted with
many stres situations that would be
expected to elevate the blood
pressure.''

•

so • l.llN6//
••
0

'

Some other factors invoved , in
hypertension, he mentioned were:
p~ysical stress, cigarettes, obesity,
diabetes. hemodynamics, and
hypercholeste'rolemia. Dia~tes is a
disorder wh ich shows itself in an
inability qf , the body to handle
glucose. Hemodynamics is concerned
w ith cardiac output and peripheral
resistance of the blood vessels.
Hypercholesterolemia occurs when
the~e is excess cholesterol in the
blood .

0

of
.

Concerning primary prevention of
hypertension, Dr. Curry had this to
say, ''We rTientioned that reducing
salt intake might. be a form of
.
( .
primary prev~nt1on . In considering
the influence of diet on'
hypertension, I would like to point
out that black . people have fairly
specific dietary h{lbits. Should we
advise bla~k people to change their
dietary habits?'' A change in the
. dietary hiibits of black people would
indeed be ditficult t ·o achieve.

.

Point Four - Coalition Development

~

mu~t

We
form linkages oJ alliances with other groups around our
common interests, issues clnd needs in order to broaden our impact
in advanting issues in the llational legislative agenda.

•

•

Point Five - Black Media Perspective and Strategy Deve.lopment

nati~nal

We must develop a
Black perspective anO strategy for
effectively using print and electronic inedia to prdject the National
Black Legislativei Agenda .

Black people have very little faith .;,
in projects set up in their
It is generally accepted that the
communities to meet their health
cutoff level for treatment of
needs. Dr. Curry expressed this view
hypertension is usually 140/90 mm.
in these remarks ... "in the inner city
Hg. Levels below this are considered
black community there is a great deal
normal. '
of suspicion of any new program.

•

Point Six - Legislative Research & Information Dissemination
mus.t research. asser;n bte, review, analyze, and disseminate
1nformat1on .on the national legislative agenda to the Caucus'
legislative support networ~ throughout the country.

Po;nt Se•en '- M;nority Leg;sJat;t e Tra;ning and Staff

THE HILLTOP policy on columnists is another example of our effort
to serve our readers by providi:1g fo'rums for various writers·· both students
and non-students··on important issues of the day.
'
Colurpnists are not paid but choose their own topics. Columns should
not exceed 2% rypes and double-spaced pages, ' and -must ,be in before the
Tuesday, 5p'!' deadline.
Columnists are . selected, usually 1n a rotating fashion, by the
Editor-In-Chief.
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We ~ust ~evelo a systeratic ~n<:J creative procedure for securing
the. ~1nanc1al su8p~rt of ] the Black community for all legislative
a~trv1ty and agenda develTment needs.
_
·

1

Point Nine - Candidate Development and Support
1

')>£A/) ~ •L

Point Ten - Voter Edu

0

•

UJil \.I cit. f.
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tion aI
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objective 1s tcp mot1 ate our read~rs to be .dedicated to
serv1r1g our ~eople ail~ r~bui di11g our communitiks.
,. •
We d_u this by prQ.y~d 1 ng levant news·, informatio11, pictures,
art and 1ddas.
'1.
:1
·
l!.ikt! s~ord Tne ~illtoJ is a weapon for freedom and truth
ir U1e foundati•:l.11 .Jf oar eff~rts.
·
.'

a

'

•

We must increase the si e of the Bl~ck voting populace, thereby
leveraging Black political and legislative influence. During the
forthcoming Bicentenn ial election year, voter registratiOn should be
among the top priorities of all Black organizations. This should be
accompanied by a1 intensi~e voter education effort~ ,
,

~ -'""

,

~ff;ces

We mus; ;dent;_ty and det elop Bl.ack cand;dates for elect;ve
around a progress ve national leg1slat1ve agenda. We must assist them
in projecting their local antl national issues_

0

Cl

.

Point Eight - Financial ResOutce Development

0

t>

~evelopment

We must encourage and establish vehicles for training anCI ~nvolving
blacks in the legislative/pqlitica l process through on site experiences
in how the legisli'!tive pror' ss works at all levels of government a-nd
.how to operate it:
.:

6C't' SO"'E S~ WC:i,

I C>

·

:r"ST
or= :r

'

~e

Polity on Columnists

•
[>o<-ic:>RS

•

We must develop and expa~d a network of individuals ·and groups (at
the Iota.I and n ati.ona~ level) who wi ll support and push for items in
the National Leg1slatrve genda at the Congressional -District level.
Legislative deve lopments ithin state legislatures, icity ,government,
congressional di-stricts and wards woulq be examined in relationship
to the National Agenda.
.

~

p(Sc.>V'T

0

•

Point Three - Legislative SuppoT Groups,By Congressio1al ~istrict

t

'

I
Administration

'

'

1·

1
/'1111# Z VE 8ECN
1
11tA1r1 NU. NEQfi"

Legis1ative Mol itoring of *he
·

.

We must establish a pioce~s that involves all segments of the Black
. .
. . I .
,
community 1n on~o·1n,g m n1toring of legislation, ifplementation of
enact~d laws, publicl y funded programs and policies . This
monitoring would occur at the federal, state, and local level.

•

j

/

•

and Dr. Zelma Dunn

Two kinds of hypertension .are
essential hypertension and secondacy
hypertension. Dr . Curry regard$
essential hypertension, not as a
disease, but as a state in which the
blood pressure is set at high levels.
Secondary hypertensiOn occurs when
a disease such as pyelonephritis d r
glomerulonephftis · precedes the
development1of unust,1ally high blood
pressure .

I
\

by Dr. Eddie Newsome

•

evelop.ment

We must structure •a ;pro ess for. securi ng the broad input of all _
segments of the Black po ul!ation in th\ilegialtive process and in the
development of a National Legislative Agenda .

•

In an exclusive interview, Dr.
Curry expressed his views on blacks
and hypertension.

'

I

Point Two Existing Laws

No one is niore ' knowledgeable
about blacks and hypertension.in the
United States than Dr . Charles L:
Curry, Professor of Medicine and
Chief, Division of Cardiovascula'r
Diseases, Department of Medicine
Fre·edman's Hospital, Howard
•University Medical School •

(

beco.me a black University, not Black
of to destroy America, but Black to
• construct a just America, whereby
•your state of the Un iversity add_ ress,
1
one day their children will be able to
1
co~ mmonly
known as· Y ur attend the schoo11s of their choice
convocation address. Perhaps you are ·
wondering why I , managing edit of without federal troops, whereby it
the Hilltop, would bbther t6 rite wi ll no longer be ~umorous to see
Black men and women dying from
you this
letter
as
opposed
to
cl
.
ope and alcohol, whereby a black
conversing with you i person as I
frequerltly do.
professor will be able to express her
And, understa dably, y ur views without being 'fired simply
. .
because they were cohtrary to the
c_u r_1os~ ;s' alid. However, I can ~ ot
~<
status-quo.
1
~~i :~ b:n~itha~:ennin rai~~n~:~~~ h~
Mr. P"resident, vyhat has happened
Howardite''s voice anti conce.rns go to that demand? 'fou are at the head
unheard. Mr. Pre~iderlt, that w Id
the ship. There are turbulent
t
educational waters ahead. As I look
be a g~oss misca.rriagi of justic something that, 1 m s·ur~. yo\J w
over the side. I can ~see the storm
not tolerate - someth ir\g that I ul t approaching. Mr;, President, the
not allow fo happen.
I
question remains : will you guide us
Bas ical ly, 1 am concerr e.d here With through or will
aliandon ship?
the quiet Howard students .Jho lihe quiet.Howardite wonders.
reas~nably. ask only to jbe heard. j 1 '
,

' I

'

After the advent of the late 60's
'
t.h e students of Howard University
made a demand upon Howard
University - a ~ demand that it

Mr. President,
I·•
I greet you on the morriin

'

Hypertension

At • this very hour, the quiet
Howardite has become confused and
1Dewildered over the intent and
•
!direction of How.,rd University; over
,the intent and direction ·of the world.
The quiet Howardite sits at his desk
and ' wonders, lies in his bed with the
lights off and cun;ains open and
Wonders, strolls ' through main
campus with the weight of a black
nation upon his shoulders - and
Indeed it is - and wonders, wonder.s
Mr. PreSident, wonders what is next?
Don't misunderstand, Mr.
President, this University is very dear
to my heart. My feelings are
reflective of the quiet Howardite.
~oweve r, he is t:>ecoming vastly
disenchanted and rightly sb.

I
I

-

•

'
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COSMIC ECHOES:

••••
New Look at Old Stereotypes

•

by Phyllis Jean
Feature Staff Writer

•
•

by Billy Hall
Futur• Staff Writer

Hawk.ins.
''Pres'' stayed with Fletcher
Henderson for only a few months
before joining Andy Kirk's band, in
Kansas City._ After a short stay with
Kirk's band, ''Pres'' returned to
County Basie's band.

Young-the idol of the immortal
Charlie
Parker - beg~n
his
'professional career as a child
drummer in a band man'aged by hi ~

father, Billy Young.The Billy Young
Orchestra as it was called, was
''
comprised' e:ntirely by members
of I
the Young family.

All of the Young children were
able to read music and play at least•
one instrument by the age of six.
'
.
''Pres's'' father, Billy Young was
featured on trumpet, but could play
all the instruments_ Mrs. Young was
the pianist while brothers and s!sters
filled in on strings and horns, ''Pres''
was the orchestra's drummer and was
making regular tours by the age of
eight. Tent · shows and small · circus
companies provided employment for
the Billy Young Orchestra.
Early in his teens Lester switched
' from drums to alto sax. At the. age of
sixteen he resigned from the family
,.. band and joined Art Bronson's
Bostonians, a dance . band out of
Salina~ Kansas. From then on, ''Pres''
was on his own..
After a rift with the bafnstorming
Oklahoma City Blue Devi's band he
journeyed to Tom Pendergast's Las
Vegas and joined Count Basie's band_
By this time ''Pres'' was playing
tenor sax. Fletcher Hendenon hired
him in 1934 to replace the first man
to legitimize the tenor .sax as an

•

•'

1

I
'

i
I

•

•

Edward Steichen's portrait of Paul Robeson as ''The Emperor Jones''

A tremendous interest in Black
films and images has sparked Up
among Black and wh ite audiences
alike over the past few years. ln an
effort to view intellectual ly •tne

impact of Black films and images , the
American Film Institute (AFI) ''has
com bined the idea of merely showing
performances, with discussions on
the films wjthin the social and

I

I

•

As _Career Week comes to an end,
preparation for Caree r Dav begins by
the bttice of Career Plfhni11g and
Placement.
~
''Open · Ho'Use' ' will ~e the las t
event of the week, givi~g stu,derits
the opportu ni ty to! acqtla int
themselves with the Pl aciment s1tatf .
The techniques of resu\n e writ i119

' car ers
will be available to discuss,job
with interested students.'
Refreshments will be provided or
those students attending <;:areer
y,
and all reQistered stude.n ts will be
eligible for one of the man¥ door
prizes. Prize s will be •sponsored _I by
the various comaPnies and include
sue~ . gifts as book schol~rsh lps,

•

Yin

•

and preparin g1for an interview will be
explained thrbughout the day during
the open house.
Students .!:an gath er information
abou t Career Day which will be held
.
'
on October 1, in Burr Gymnasium .
Approximately 90 compan ies have
been invi ted to part icipate in th is
year's activities, and all companies

radios, tape recorders and even food.
Drawings will take place every two or
three hours throughout.the day, so it
is important for all student$ to
register.
Gregory Hayes , Pr;ogram
·coordinator says ·he rs very
optimistic about Career Day and
urges all students to participate.

I

10% OFF All PUROIASES OF $5.00 OR MORE
';
WITI THIS /<D

•

•
•

'

•

•

Career Day

1

'

.

l

'You've Go:t.Me SIQiling'

'

. stereotypes
again a
Klein, theater supervis~r of AF I. ·
one-dimensional i::oncept of a Black
Klein views ,the ''Blacks In
person. The Black performer is being
American Films'' se;ies as bei g
put into a box," he said_
important because it is offe.red at t e
. ''In theater we deal with the
Kennedy Center. The Kennedy
totality of the character: In film we
Center does not for th.e most part ~o
'
often
get
confused
by the image. It's
programs for the Black community .
important that we begin to exist as
and yet here they are 'in
BlaCks rather than as acting Blacks.
Washington, D.C." ''Blacks Jn
.You can't get rid of a stereotype by
American Film"s•• is the sixth filht
ignoring it . We have to look at it for
lecture series in AFI 'S: Rediscove y
., what it is, from Stephin ' Fetchit to
program.
Jim Brown. If a person sees
Topi~s
of the ''Blacks
n
'something he doesn't have to go· out
and do it . Even if there are
American . Films'' series., ·.- ra ge
ster.e otypes in today'~ ' film's ..... at
fromearly Black filmmakers ltb
e
least it has given us a chance to deal
future of Black films. to be discussed
with the ,beauty . of the Black
by various instructors from
images," said Poe .
' universities and ex~rts inl filr,.
Participants in these d jscussiqns will
''It's important that Blacl( films
include Abiyi Ford, DepartmJ nt
today be taken seriously. In order to
Chairman of TV/ Film at Howard '*1d
do that you have to ·talk about them
I ..
Harry Poe, creator · of ~he .,..,ser i es a-id
as ~xpressions and as images. Whites
tend to lump all Black films together_
artistic director of E~ny lmpro~tu
All films are not the same. 'Georgia,
Theater in WashinJJtQ,A. Though q_o t
Georgia' and 'Claudine' _ . 'The
all the scheduled lecturers are BlaCk,
Learning Tree! and 'Cooley High' __ .
Poe views each ''an author i!Y n
Black films ."
they have different ranges of
'
•
expressions. When you can look at
''As far as the Black .populu~ •is
films that way . _ . at least to that
concerned, I felt a need for us to deal
extent things have improved . . .
with the stereotypes head on ; take a
because films are to some extent a
total look in retrospect l)>f fi ur
reflection of the way people think of
(Black) pe~;or':1ances, > fr~m tt1e ~O's
themselve~ and their rqle in society,"
until now, said Poe noting easons
Klein .said.
for creating fhe series _
j
''We should always deal with the
''Mammys; bowing, scraping nd
total .objective point 1otview, lookir:ig
shuffling nigger; the intelligent, ui , !1t the history, the tr}Jth qf the times
incapable Black; maids ; butlers nd :::i- and personal truth . Young
•
many more," were the Bl ck
film-makers should deal with their
stereotypes of earlier films accor ing
truth as totajly as possible within
to Poe .
~that meQium (film) and in all aspects
''More roles are now availabl ~· to
of communications,'' Poe •adqed.
Black actors and actresses. Maybe in
. The ''Blacks In American Films''
•
•
.
I
the process we re creating a new series meets each Tuesday, 6 p.m. in
stereotype," said Larry Klein, f ho the AFI theater at the Kennedy
helped Poe coordinate the ''Blacks In Center and ls offered to students for
Americpn Films'' series.
credit_ It is open to the public for
Poe stated that ''pimps, jun ~ies, $35 and $25 for students_

.

In 1940 he formed a group with
his brother where he stayed until
1943. In 1943 he was drafted.
Lester's experienCe in the Army was
to leave an indelible ma,rk on his
psychqlogical state. He · was arrested
Yokiile in the Ariny on trumped-up
charges and as a result spent time in a ·
detention barracks in Georgia.
When Pres returned to the jazz
world he found that behop had taken
over and many t.enor players were
imitating his style. From 1947-1949
he recorded with Aladdin Records.
These were to be his last great
recordings.
His quixotic personality. clashed
with the one night stands, booking
agents, and a racist society which nas
never had any respect for a black
maverick in the arts. Pres was a man
of peacet gentle and withdrawn,
much like ,the late John Coltrane.
Billy Holiday, who had been at one ·
time the love of Pres's life and who
had given Pres his nickname said at
his fun~r~I on March 19, 1959, ''I'll
be the next to go ."
''Lady Day'' survived Pres_ by
four months_ L~ ke ''Lady Day'' he
was ahe11d of his time, consequently
he had to bear the burden of
loneliness and fru stration which he
.never was able to come to grips with.
But then this is just another episode
in the continuing saga of ''our
spiritual strivings.··!

. By Mike Alexander
HI LL TOP Staff Writer
makes you feel good."
Contrary to what some students!
BotH Barbara and Shirley pointed
may believe, there are peep.le in the
out how important the administrator
Administration building who don't
think their primary function is tOI
is to the atmosphere proj ected by the
1
office. They were filled with praises
hassle students who requi{e their
services.
,
for Mr . Walter Jackson, their
supervisor, and agreed t~at ''you
Those Who dori't believe shouldl
won't find a better person to work
step into the Office of Student Loans
..
and see Shirley Campbell and
f or.
Barbara , who is 24 and has
Barbara Ann Dobynes .
worked at Howcird for two years
According to students, Barbara
hopes to 1eceive her graduate degree
ahd Shirley are the kind of people
in personnel administration so she
~ they
don't mind taking their
can come back to Howard as an
problems to . They possess qualities,
administrator . Shirley doesn ' t tell her
studeQts claim, that a lot of Howard
age to anyone, ''not 'even my
employees seem to lack. Many
husband'' she joked.
students, after having been helped by
them, have sent cards, flowers, and
even invitations to dinner 1n
appreciation .
_
Barbara, from Indiana , is a re.cent
graduate of Howard with ~ B.S. in
political science, and she says. that
The week of September
being a former student ,helped her·
26-0ctober 4 holds many exciting
realize what students need. W.hen a
,. events for the people on the go or
student asks her for informatio11. she
the people who want to do
either gives it, or tells the student
something different for a change.
where it can be gotten. Barbara said,
There is no need to sit at home
''I know what I wanted to hear when'
watching the same re-runs or falling
I went to someone's o'ffice ," so she
into the same ''sweat box'' that
tries to be as helpful as possible_
everyone else is trying to get into .
Barbara has a philosophy about
Check out the r1igh t life of
. greeting people. She remarked. • ''Chocolate City'' and ''bo it til
''When you greet someone with a
you're satisfied ." Here's the info on
smile they can't very well get next to
where to go; now can you handle it?
you. When someone comes in with a
Sept. 26-0ct. 11 - The Kennedy
chip on his shoulder we pretend not ·
Center presents the National
to notice and theX usually changei
Symphony Orchestra, Haydnfest .
' attitudes.''
Music director -Antal Dorati .
She pointed out that they never
Sept. 26
The Sounds of
have any problems with students in
Philadelphia presents Harold
the offi..:e. Barbara sais she feels that
Melvin and the Bluenotes, Billy
her whole purpose is ''to serve
Paul, M.F.S .B., and Peoples
students." Barb.-ira appreciates the1
Choice. Appearing at the C~itol
things s-tudents send in thanks4
·· Centre .
because ''they make me feel that I
Sept. 21' - Issac Hayes and the K.C.
an1 doing my job well ."
Sunshine Band at the Capitol
At 1he desk nearest the.. door in
Centre .
th.Jt office is Shirley who sees herself
Sept. 30 - Muhammad Ali vs. Joe
JS the ''office ·greeter," Shirley is
Frazier Fight on closed circuit
from Lirlden, NJ . and formerly
televislon at the Capitol Centre.
worked for the President of 20th
Oct . 1 - Jethro Tull at the Capitol
Century Fox . She atte11ded Rutgers
Centre.
University and _has be'en at Howard
Oct. 2 - Ed Murphy presents Donny
three years.
Hathaway , two shows at Cram ton
Shirley said j:.1bilently, ''I love jmy
Aud . 8 p.m. & 10 p .m.
job because I love the students. Some
Sept. 22-0ct. 4 - Charlie Bird is
people here don't realize that they
appearing at Jazz Blues Alley
are not doing students a favor.
Located at rear 1073 Wisconsin
Without students this would not be a
Ave. in Georgetown .
university.''
Oct . 3 - In Concert at the DAR
She said, ''I don't believe in
Constitution Hatt, Average White
, bringing my problems to work,. Too
Band at 8 :30·p.m .
· many people here are not 'doing
Oct . 4 - Weather Report appearing
. that." Your job should be set apart.
at Lisner Aud. at George
Shirley used to work in another
Washington University . Shows at
,,. office at Howa'.'d and she said people
7:30 p.tn . and 10:30 p.m.
_'.'thought I was crazy because I was'
Discos - Mark IV , the French
always jovial. It's not hard to smile
Underground, The Room, Ed,
e.veryday . It really is one of the
Murphy's Supper Club, Trade
easiest things yOu can do. If you are
Winds, Black Tahati , and the
•pleasant, students· don't forget · and
Empress Room . (Check the Black
·or Yellow Pages for addresses).
when they show their appreciation it

•

prostitutes and matriarchs'' are
present day Black stereotypes. ''Each
' one of these is . a carryover Of past

political impact they were made," in
a film lecture series ''Bl~ks In
American Films'' according tb Larry

;

Rediscovery·v1.:
Blacks In American Films

instrument, ''the bean," Coleman

Many of us are familiar with the
spirit of John Coltrane. Some of us
are familiar with the ''Yardbird''.
Chlrlie Parker. But how many of us
k~ow of the music of our first
''President'' of the tenor saxophone,
Lester Willis Young?
Born on August 27, 1909, in
Woodvil.le, Mississippi, Lester

I I

.
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Special to the HI LL TOP

The ci rcle . represents the unity of
all things in_the universe. Th is u11ity
is of opposites, complimentary
antagonisms or contr;iditions. It is
symbolized by the div ision of the
circle into two unifying halves.
In the east, this relationst)i Q is
termed Yin (dark) and yang (light) ..
Although each is different from the
other, the two come together and
create a whole, unified existence or
real ity.
A familiar example of this is
darkness and sun light constituting a
day. In the universal order all thi11gs
are one. This simply mean s . that
within e·ach entity is some part of
everything else ..
At night, th e darkness 1s
brightened by the light of the moon
and stars; in the day, darkness can be
found in the shadows cast by the
sun.
This uni.tv of complimentary
opposites is the undefly ing principle
of a man /womar1 relationship .
Understanding this concept, r fe el, is
the essence of marriage.
My wife and I are one. Alth ough
we are two distir:lCl_jndHliduals,
toQether we con1prise a unified being,
a singl7 mind, one will .

''

FURNISH APT OR DORM

Yang·
by l<e;thl\\Jodard

· . l · OR
r

COLOR & B.W. T.V .. $39.95 U,
DESKS · $4.50 UP
TYPEW11TERS · $5.00 UP
', ADD . MACHINES · $2.00 UP
IRONS . TOASTEiS ·BLENDERS· DISHES · $1 .00 UP
SOFAS & CHAIRS $20.00 UP
· TABLE & CHAIRS· $10. SET UP
BEDS . $5.00 UP
.
CHEST · $1 .50 UP
CURTAINS & D~APES. $1.00
B~OKS . BOOKS i BOOKS

l
J
Ip

•

•

She is part of me, and I, a part of
her. Through communion with our
se nses, we strive to become one with
ourse!Ves, one with each other. an~
one with nature.
i
The woman is represented in he
dark, passive half of the circle. S~e is
the black woman, mother and qUeen
of all the universe, out of w~ose
womb comes all civilization. She
bears the children and is the first
teacher and guide of the nation.
Through children , we all gain
im mortality. The children carry the
seed which -was given to them by
their parentS and bestow it upon all
futu re generations. Thus, the
Egyptian Ankh symbolizes· eternal
life as is made manifest by our seeds.
I am the light, the sun, around
which my family revolves. As the
man, I along with my brothers share
responsi bility for building the natibn .
I am the provi"er and the
pro teeter whose actions ensure
existence. It is tci me t·h.at my family
looks for strength and guidance.
· The sun, moon and stars are the
flag of our nation . It is always flying,
and thfs is good since the universe
belongs to us. Therefore, the star and
crescen t sign ify the new nation, that
which is • and that which shall be.

FILL YOUR CLOSED
JEANS · 95c UP
SHOES · .25c UP
SKIRTS · .254 UP

·

CLOSET

l

•

j

- JACKET$· .50c UP
sLAti<s l- socuP·
•. COATS .. '1;1.00 UP
SHl~TS i0.25' UP '

I I

l

SWEATERS· .25c UP
BLOUSES · .454 UP
1
PANTS · .65d UP

'

AM VETS ·THRIFT ·

•

~ STORES
•

FREE PARKING

FREE PARKING
•
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Movie Review:
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Coonskin
Stirs
(
Controversy
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by Paulette Stevens
FNtUre Editor

Coonskin _ Shufflin' shiny -faced
wide.eyed 'negroes' tap danci ng their
way through cott on field s as the y

'tote ' that

bargE!,

lift

th at

bail ' . _

Voluptu ous Btac~ whores. and some

•

not so voluptuous, se lling their wares
for lack of a better way are j ust a few

of the i.mages that comes to mind at
the menti on of that word
Coon°sktn .

Unfortu nately , tl1is seems to be
the root of the problem cone rn ing

Bryan ston Films most recen t release
Coonskin nuw showing at the
Lincoln Theatre and Janu s 2. It is
not the con tent of the movie, but the
title which appears to be r'aising
eyebrows from here to California in
disapproval ; and understandably so

since we have created a society that

thrives off lab els, titl es,
classifications and so on . But if this is
the case, I sincerely believe it is, then
the movie must be critiqued from
that perspective . After all, let's call a
spade a spade .
Coonskin is really not that bad of
a movie . Created by Ralph Bakshi ,
the father of Fritz the Cat and Heavy
Traffic, the film opens with a live ·
action sequence: two Black convicts
are planning an escape from prison.
While they are waiting for the
getaway car; one convict te ll s the
other a story which unfolds in
ani1nation . The major characters in
anifa.a-t...ion are Rebb it, t he
revolut io11ary ; Bear, the boxe r; and
Fox, the preacher .
Rabbit , Bear and Fox leave the

South and go to H_arlem where they
Congress for Racial Equality (CORE)
get entangled in chicanery and
for one has initiated a campaign to
corruption and ultimately destroy
suppress Coonskin. They feel the1
the gangsters who control the ghetto.
film is racist in that it depicts Blacks
Other black characters portrayed in
as slaves, hustlers and prostitutes.
the film include a false prophet, a
Which in fact it does, as did Superfly,
shoe-shine man and a number of
Sweet, S...veet Back, The Mack and,
tenament dwellers, hoods and
. Shaft. However. thiS In fact is reality. •
prostitutes. White characters inclu~
somewhat over-emphasized but none
a.cop, a bartender (who is gay) and ·a
the less reality .
maf ia family obviously modeled after
th e Carleones, who are all
· CORE's attempts ,to suppress
•
homosexuals. Alt of the characters
Coonskin were successful in that
Paramount, the original distributors
are ferociously exaggerated.
under oontract to sell the movie
Bakshis films are known for t~eir
l?Olitical implications. Coonskin is no
decided aginst doing so after .CORE
except ion. It is about oppression and
vehemently voiced their opposition'
to the movie. It was Paramount
revol ution in the ghetto .
Pictures, which •is a branch of the
However, several people disagree
Gulf Western con~omerat~ that
with that interpretation. The

Cl
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In order to understand astrology,
we rriust begin with some basic
terminology . The celestial equator is
the projection of the earth's equator
into outer space . The yearly path of
the Sun as it appears to us, in the sky
as it passes through the constellations
is known as the ecliptic. The
equinoxes (equi~qua!. nox-ni\llt)
which occur on March 21 and Sept.
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The Tropics of Cancer and of
Capricorn are th~ points on earth
where the Sun reaches its maximum
distances north and south of the
equator .
Now project the Tropics far
enou{tl out into space beyond the
planets to imagine a circular belt
around the solar system. This belt is
known as the zodiac (Grk.-circle of
animals), the belt in which the 12
astrological constellations are
located. The zodiac is also the
celestial belt through which the ten
planets (planet-wanderer) appear to
travel .
To master astrology (astro-star,
ology-study) one must know the
function and meaning of 1) the
planets: the who or what in a chart,
2) the signs: the how ir} a cha t, 3)
the houses: the where in a ch
41 the aspects: the positi

'
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by Cassandra
Wimbs
Fea.we Staff Writer
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Remember : ·Sticks and Stones
may - ~ reak our Bones, but Names
Can Never Hurt Me.
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SUNDAY, ~NF.sDAY,
TIIURSDAY AN~ FRIDAY NIGIITS:
All the broiled or friea Fish of the Day 2.95
All the ghlclen·(ried Ll>uisiana Shril)1p 4.95
All the fried Sulf.Cake! stuffed wilh Crab 2.95
All the crisp Chesap.,\ike Fried Clams 3.95
I All the fresh Bak:JBoston Scrod 3.95·
' All the Maryland fried Chicken 3. 95
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As l l stated
realize
that . We live · i~ - a label-orie11ted
societV but that doesn't mean we
'
tiave tb conform to those standards.
We should be less concerned with
defending ' ourselves against labels
imposed upon us and !ocus our
energies~n more· relevant issues like
dealing __ 1th the f~ts.

planets in relation to one anothef_
pract cally, Aquar1us - broad~1ndedly,
1
horoscope (horo-hout. scope-view) is
Picse~-spiritually .
a chart showing the zodiac signs, the
~n a chart there ~ re 12 divisions
planetary positions and jtheir aspects
calle ! . houses. Each h_ouse rules a
at a given time.
certain area of life: 1st:_Self,
In astrology as il is practiced on
t e mper a ment ; · 2nd - po sses~ons ;
earth in our Solar system, the sun is
3rd -communication s , re latives;
the most important i>lanet. To date
4t.~ - home,
paren·ts ; · 5th -lov e ,
th e r·e are- 10 planets each
ch~ld len, amusements; 6th-he~ltli;
repre se nting a life principle.
7th l partners ; 8th - legacies ;
Ke yv,iords are terms that best
9th-college, religion ; 10th-career;
summarize the nature of the planets,
1 l "th f opes a11d wishes; 12th-karn1a,
signs, houses and .the aspects.
self-undoing.
. 1
T~e keywordsr of th~ planets are: •
The planetary house placements
Moon-changes. response ; Mercury-the
cire de~ermined by the si!Jl on the
mind. communi<;ations; Sun-power ;
first house or ascendent, which is the
const~. llation seen at "the eastern
V e nus - pleasures , harmony ;
horizon at a givE!n . time (i.e. time of
M a r s - a c t i o n
e n e r g,y ;
bir.th): The major aspects are the
Jup i ter -ex pansi o n, luck ;
conjunction-power, for more planets Saturn - lesso rls, restriCtions ;
i n tihe sam·e position; the_
Uranus-sudden f disruptions and
opposjtion-strcss, 6 signs apart; the
opp or t-u nit i es; Nept~ne-il lusions,
triOe41a~mony -4 sigr1s apart; the
spirituality; an'd PI J to-upheavel ,
squ~ri"?ifficulty, 3 signs apart; ' and
regeneration . The sun 's position in
the sex tile -opportunity. 2 signs apart·.
'
the zodiac determines
what
An emphemeris is llsed_;o find the
astrological month or sign we're in . A
daily po~itions and aspects of the
planet's position· at a given point in
plan-ets.
time is also determined by whatever
In the chart for today Sept. 26.
constellation it ·is passing tl:'rough .
using Libra as the si!Jl on the
The keywords for the sigrls are
•
ascendent, Mars-action, is in the 9th
A'ries
a ggressively ,
•
house of . colleges, in the sign of
Taurus-stubbornly Gemini..flexibly ,
~eminimental,
and conjuncts
'
Cancer -e motionally
,
intensity, ~the moon-feelings. This
Leodramatically , Virgo-analytical IV,
delineation can be read Ss ''Intense
L i bra - ha rr m o nj i o us I y,
Scopio -intense ly, Sagittarius ..!:" mental feelings felt by college
students who want to take action ."
philosophically, Caprico~n_;

1"

-

~olks

some

R~w ·

Only 5 people know
the true depth
of this man's
musical ·know ledge.
And 4 of them are
conveniently
out of town.'

f

previ~sly,

When distribution of the film was
turned over L to Bryanston Films,
Bakshi considered chaning i't back to
it's original title lXJt Fe\onsidere:d as
he felt it would be an admission of
guilt (to racism). However, his failure
to do so was resulted in serious
complications as the tWo titles
connotate two entirely different
meanings with the title Coonskin ·
1vi,ng a less than positive impression
of what the movie is really about .

Astrology:

/jfi-

condemned the film without having
even seen 1it, as did several ·members
of the !Los Angeles chapter of CORE ,
admitled they have . I suspect that
'
the title had some influei1ce m1 their
.. I
(
.
de c1s1on.

decided to change the
of the
origi.nal script Coonskin '10 More to
:C oonskin because they t~oug,t it
was catchier! ·

•

'
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Monday night: All the Sirloin Steak 5.95

-\

I

. . . ( uspA Choice. it e finest of its kind)

~sday night: All the Prirne R'lb of Beef

l

.

5.91

(USDA Choice. cJt right frorn tire rib )

r lus

I

'

All the soup ou can ladle.
•

•

•

P~US

•

All the salad you can make.

.

•

PUUS

All the French Fries and hot breads.

•
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•
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PETE LARKIN

I

.3to7pm

Photo by Bill Cunnir!ltl•m

Children unL r 6 ..·.

•

Washington . D.C.

Cocktails. wine

F~Ei!
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5th & Eye Sl•••tf (Waterside Mal)
Southwpst D.C. .
484 3306
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Rooters

,
by Roy Betts
. '
HI LL TOP Sports Editor
First, the Howard University
Thi ~ seas~i d_- Eas·tern Athletic
Soccer team did NOT LO~E this paSt
conterence play ~ expected to
week end according to ~the NCAA
1
· ~ rov ide
sports ' ent husiasts •
standings. I repeat the soccer team
~ hroughout
the country with
did not lose according ti:i the N.CAA.
fspine-tingling action amidst the
staridings.
beauty and pagentry of college
Coach Phillips and ~is band of
•
'Booters'' t(aveled to Harriisburg, Va. , football .
Suell bat tles as Howard vs . the
~o - play
Adelphi .. College in the
Tournament of Champions at . South Carolina State Bulldogs,
Morgari· State vs. North Carolina
Madison' College ; (See detailed story
Ce~traf, and unpredictable Nor.th
by HI LL TOP -,,reporter Robert
Carolina A& T vs. Maryland Eastern
Utsey .)
Shore ~ave been thrilling 'chillers' in
As
und e rstand th e
the past and this season should be no
developments, at the end -of the
exception!
·regular playing period the, score was
. · Novy back to Howard's shellacl<ing
knotted at 3-3. If this had been a
of UMES. At the outset of the game,
regular game instead cf 3 tourn<J.m ~n t
the Bison appeared sluggish and
match the game would have ended <it
off-ke~ as they couldn't seem to take
this poin t .
.
advantage of errors made by the
But in a tournament there must
Hawks! •
be a Winner a~d 1 a loser. so an
_ But l midway throu gh the first
additional quarter was played.
, half, ··eig'' Ben Harri s, Bison
At the end of the overtime period,
6-foot-G, 250 pound tackle, dazzled
1the s(lore was still tied at 3-3.
the' crowd with quick hands and
;Another overtime period was played
fancy footwork as he intercepted an
as w~ lt and still the score 1 remained
I
Eastern Shore pass and streaked
.Howard 3 and Adelphi 3.
toward th ~ goal for s·points.
}
The officials decided · to award
I might add that th'e dream ' of
e ach team penalty . ~icks !after ". the ·
every linFan, whether he's a pro, a
second overtime and it was at thi s
collegian~ ~r a high schoole~, is to
!POint in which Adelphi scored two
someday pick up a fumble or
1more goals to win 5-3.
intercept a pass a nd score!
The 'Boaters' went on to defeat
''Big''Ben's dream came true and he
!Brockport 2·0 in the consolation
did a ''HELLUVA'' job.
game and are now' 1-0· 1 1n the
According to a recent Washington·
Off icial NCAA standings.
Post article , Bison quarterback
Michael Banks, ''rediscovered his
If last Friday night's smashing
passi.ng arm against UMES, throwing
45-0 victory by the Biso~ football
for three touchdowns."
team
over th e University of
As far as I am conce rned. the arm
Mar yla nd -Eastern Shore is an
was al~ayS there, but in Detroit the
indicat'ion of better .things to come,
situations calling for an .open passing
th~n Howard sports ~a ns, you'd
attack didn't Present themse1ves.
better hold on to your seats!'
And anyway, Anthony ''The Juice''
l Tapp and Donald Barnes had
excellent performances a~inst
Wayne State on the ground .
I'
.1
Againdst UME S, passin g situdatMi~kns
appear.e more 1requent1y· an
1 e
simplYi took full advantage of them .
I feel the entire teair did an
excel lent job 8gainst UMES, so I am
I award jng everybody a 'gami?' ball this
The Ht LL TOP Sport's
week .
Dep a rtment would like to ·
! · The Bison will take the field once
apologize for four errors Which
again tomorrow facing a stiff
occurred in last 'o/eek 's 1 issue .
ch(\ llenge against the defendi f) g
First Jeffrey Spencer made the
champs of th e MEAC, South
game-savi ng tackle for the Bison
Carolina State in Orangeburg. Game
against Wayne State University.
time i$ 2 :00 p .m.
...
General Roney had an excellent

.

Lose
'

to
·Adelphi
•

by Robert Utsey

HI L·LTOP Staff Reporter
• Howa,rd University's Bison
Boater~ were defeated by Adelphi
College September 19, in the
Tournament

of

Champions

at

Madison College.
But the Boaters did not despair
a.nd came back to win the
consolation game, September 21,
against Brockport State, 2-0.
Howard

the

defending

N.C AA.

Champion vJas behind,3-1. early in
the final half' but they fou~t back.
Paul Pringl e notched the tying goal
with 15 remaining to send the game ,
into overtime with the score tied 3-3 . .
The Boaters carried Adelphi into
two overtime period$• However,

Adelphi outscored the Boaters, 5-3,
on penalty kicks after the second

ove rtime and won the game .
In th ~ Brockport game, Howard
•
•
jumped into a 1-0 lead . Brockport
managed only one shot in the first
. '-j)alf. Lincoln Peddie scored two goals
and the Boaters outshot .Brockport
State, 33-2, to clench the victory.
The loss against Adelphi College
did not count 1n the NCAA
standings. The '\ic tory over
Brockport advanced ~ e Booters

Phillips
Rebulls

Media
'

bY 'Dee D~e'
HILL TOP Staff Reporter
The National Soccer Champions
have virtually been hazed into the
background, in the world of Howard
Sports, according to Lincoln Phillips,
coach of the H.U. Boaters.
•

Ph illi ps said the lack of publicity
and news coverage from the Howard
news media has been like a ''slap in
the face'' to the team and it's
coaching staff.
The coat:h stated 1n an interview
tlJat, where ever the team travels it
1
receives excellent publicity and--news
coverage . ,But, ·at their own home'
goal (H .U.) they receive little or no
coverage at al I.
The lack of visjple spectator
support has also been an area of
concern to the coach. He feels that
one of the reasons for both lack of ·
support and lack news coverage, can
be attributed to the fa ct that most of
the games are scheduled at the same
time as the football games .
Phillips says he would like to have
a schedule that would enable
students as well as the media
personnel, to see both games, if they
desire.
\
''Take the homecOminQ Qames for
•
example," said the· coach, ''The
soccer game ·could be playe.d in the
' morning and the footbal l game in the
afte rnoon . It would also enable
players of both team the rear treat
of viewing each other's skills
The National Champions are
scheduled to face a number of
- formidable opponents this year,
Clemson in particular.

.bv

Bisons

Natha n Bobian
l;f.1 LLTOP Staff Reporter
Coming off a one point win over
Wayne State, the ''Mighty Bison''
decisively crushed the back of the
University of Maryland at Eastern
Sho'e (UMESI 45·0 , Sept. 19. at
RFK Stadium, as nearly 7,000
spectators watched.
UM ES's back pains began with
4:45 left in the first quarter, as
Ii neba c ker Maurice Pres s ley
intercepted a pass from James
LeSane and ran. to about the 9 yard
line of UMES, putting the Bison in
good -field goal position . However,
the Bison were penalized 15 yards
for illegal procedure ; Julius Gamble
failed.. for the second time to convert
•
a 40-yard field goal attempt into 3
•
points.
With about 48 seconds left in the
first quarter, LeSa'ne's pass was .
intercepted by defensive tackle , Ben
Harris who sprinted 14 yards for the
fi~sJ defensive TO of the season. The
extra point try by Gamble was no
good .

The MEAC's ''Most VAiuabie
Offensive Player'' in 1974, Mike
Banks proved himself worthY after

•

'

ax

'

rifling a pass to halfback Anthony
interceptions in 1974, · Hayward
Tapp, who gracefully tipped across·
Corley pu~ the' icing on the cake by
the goal line witfi , 6 : 13 left in the
blocking Nichol's punt for a 2 point
half. About three. minutes later, the .. safety, early in the fourth quarter.
''fired-up'' Bison offense broke the
Within the closing 8 minutes of
spine of the UMES when Banks
the game sOphomor~ quarterback,
connected with split end Kenny
Donald Port~r gunned his first pass
Warren for an easy 6 points .
of the game to Darryl Dennis who
raced 35 yards for the fourtl1 TD of
After a c rowd pleasing
· the game. Later in the game, he
performance by the Howard
struck again by connecting with
University marching band, The Soul
James Chapman for the game's final
Steppers, the '"Migity Men in Blue
29 yard TD .
and White '' continue to apply
pressure on LeSane and the offensive
The Bison 's overwhelming defeat
line even though they were leading
of UMES is attributed to the superb
20-0. Harris, 6-3, assisted 207 lbs .
running abilities of Barrles and Tapp
Pressley in sacking Le Sa.1e for a 5
who rushed for 203 yards combined,
yard loss which forced UMES to
coupled with the excellent passirig of
punt. After Tapp and the ''Most
Ban!~~ and Porter who gunned for
Outstanding Back'' at th·e Orange
190, yards combined . Porter l'ifl ed 3
Blossom Classic in Mianii, Fla.,
for 3, 8 - yards and 2 TD's. Unlike the
Donald Barnes Qround out at least 3
Wayne State .game the Bison received
yards per car~Y. to put the Bison
fewer penaltjes and as a resuit
within perfect field goal range in
uncontestedly won 45-0.
order for Gamble to kick a 22 yard
With two down and a long road
field goal making the score 23-0.
ahead the ''fired-up'' Bison look
Defensively, the Bison proved to
ready to tackle the fighting Bu lldogs
bz superior to UMES througiout the
of South Carolina State at 2 :00 p.m.,
game . Leading the team with 6
Friday Sept. 27 , in Orangeburg, S.C.

HILL TOP Staff Reporter
Wanted : a soccer tearf) to play the
National Champs . That characterizes
the thoughts of Soccer Coach
Lincoln Phillips . . His boaters have
only eleven games on their schedule.
According to Phillips, for a good
schedule his team showld have at
least fifteen games.
The reason cited for teams not
wanting tci play Howard are that,
Howard is too rough: Howard has a
terrible home field; or it would be a
disgrace to lose to the boo.ters.
''The~ so-called · reasons for not
scheduling Howard are ridiculo'45,"
say s Coach Phillips. ''They arel'the
ones who are losing in the long run
by not playing us'' remarked Phillips.
He went on to say that by playing
the best you can only improve your
team and your soccer program . An
example given was Howard's series
with the University of J acksonville.
''Each year Howard played them .
they improVed," , In addition
Jacksonville plays all the1 major
soccer powers which makes their
team that much better.
Area colleges l ~ke Maryland,
George Washington Georgetown , and
Catholic don't seem to want to play
Howard either. These teams have
players who according to Coach
Phillips come to him for help in their
game. ''They wonder why they don't

.

·

play Howar.d,"
Coach P.hillips feels that its the
coaches Who don't want to spoil
their records by playing 8oward and
losing. There have been reports also
that Howard plays too rough. To
that charge Phillips answered, ''that
all the teams who made it to the
finals of last year's NCAA
Championship were rough · teams and

'

An

.

·

I.

game against the ''Tartars.'"
In the gymnastics article ,
William Johnson is the coach of
the gymnastics team. And in
fall baseball, Greg Scarbo~ough
had ~ walks not 14 against
Ameri'can University .

'

' all a part of the game."
it's
This year's opponents have agreed
to play here either this year or next .
Howard will schedule only those
teams 'w ho agr~e to tf1is arrangem~nt .
"'
So until things get better the
Bison boo.ters will go on with their
semi-full schedule, however , Howard
Soccer will need your support to
make the season a success.

,

I

years,

,,,,;ty

T' outs for woman's
basketball will be held Oct. 15 in
Burr .gym between 3:30 and 5:30
'
· p.m. Women
who are interested can
pick up ·pre-season ' ~onditioning
she~tsf i,n the athle):ic office .'
·

j

,,'

"
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JOIN DATELINE
Free to c<>-eds

Call 585-7853 and ask for free

literature

men's sizes ·

•

women's sizi!s

26·54 waist
14·20 ne= k
30·50 chest

__ __

'
_,.._ ,
The General Store

Thousands of Topics!
Send for your up-to-dBte. 160page, mail order catalo!j.- Enclbse
$t .00 . to cover paftage and
handling.
. .

2424 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, 0 .C. 20009
At 18th & Columbia 'Road in
the heart of Adams Morgan
discount prices
cash only
667·0449

t

'

I

AME ICAN FAMILY PLAN,NING
SERVICES
OCAL ABORTION &
BtRTiH <;ONTROL FACIL ITIES
CALL TOLL FREE
1 · 800 · 523 , 5101 DA ILY

COMPUTER DATING
M~lce the most Ot your ~1,lege

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

L~~!2;~~~~s~ t:.L~·F ~9~5

I .

.
1

B,,,,., 40. 42. 44. IJ(J,
94. 9 . 9ti. It 2, l.·2.

(213) 477-8474

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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HESEAHCH P'APEHS
THOUSANDS' ON Fil LE

by Cheryl Safford

HI LL TOP Staff Reporter
hairdryers.
Stimulated by numerous calls and
letters, Dr. Herman Tyrance,
Chairman of the Physical Education
Department, called upon
Vice-President of Academic AFfairs,
Lorraine Williams, who Jn turn
helped to initiate the new project.
The construction of the dressing
room was slowed down by a shorta~'
.
of materials,.
but Dr. Tyrance'
anticipates its CfOmpletion in a few
days.

Sen{i fOr y:our up-to-F,ate, 1:6 page, _mpil order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1 .00 to cover postage and handling.,..

•

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PO:NTIUS A E., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELE ~! f ~LIF . 90025
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TAKE THAT JOE FRAZIER! Muhammed Ali shows the form that he will
use against Joe' Fiazier in their upcoming championship fight.
The 'THRILLA in MANILA is set for Sept .. 30-.
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Apolc,tgy:

')Vomen's L'oeker Restored
Female physical education
students will no longer have dressing
facility problems thanks to the
restoration of the girl's locker roooi.
In 'the past, .females had to relinquish
the girl's dressing r,oom to visiting
teams.
At a cost of approximately
$32,000, the new dressing facility
will accomodate · 300' new loi:kers
along · with new shQ.wer stalls and
lavatories .. One added feature will be
the installation of five new

•

I

Booters Seek Opponents
.
by Kenneth Swift

•

I

Photo l)y Will Allen
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Bisons Avenge

•

by Peter Harris

I

HI LL TOP Staff Reporter
. h t h.its, compare d to 1ust
Howard bcisebq,11 team defeated . \crac ke d e1g
Catholic University 5-0, in a revenge
~wo in the teams previous mJ ting.
'
match last Saturday against Cardina11 p hortstop · Calvin S~ith hadt two
pitcher Ray Peloquin , who shut them
singles and an R~BI . and fres man
out · in the Fall season opener two1 ~ight fi elde r Vihcent .Bail ey ad a
fourth inning triple.
weeks ago. •
I Howard scored once in the
The Bison split a doubleheader
bottom of the first , the third, the
with AmeriC.an-:_ University on Sunday
~ix th , and two in the eigh th . cat holic
losing the first game 6·0, and winning
the second 6·2, behind a superbly · never mounted a scorjng threat. \
In Sunday's games, it was family
pitChed game by Gene Fleet , and an •.
day - of sorts· as two of Brand./wine ,
e xplosive four-ru n inn ing.
Maryland's pitching contributions to
Right-hander Greg Scarborough
Howard Performed, · with quite
limited Cath olic to' just four h its on
different results.
Satu rday, and went the route in
· With his fathe r attending the
notching his second strai!J"lt win.
Pe loquin's riddle of opening day .' game, Jo hn Che~tnut, senior
was solved by the Bison as they
right-hander from 'The Wine' lost the
f irst game, , allowing four runs
the
'first inn ing on three wa lks, a double,
' .
and a sacrifice fly .
.
He walked one and gave up .. a
si_ngle in the second before ~tng '
rel ieved by Frosh Vaughn D ~s hiel, ·
]failing in• his seco'nd try to win a
game. In his. first Bison appea~ance,

Dashiel allowed just one run in tive
innings of relief .
By the secon d game, southpaw
Gene Fleet's fa mily had arrived from
Br~ndywine to cheer him on, and he
responde.d tossing a two-hitter. to
win his. second consecutiv"e game. He
had a no-hitte r going until the sixth .
In t he fourth inn.ing, the Bison
scored four runs. Left fielder Elwood
Ho lland's grounder, Smith's walk ,
and catcher Bria~ Wall ace's fielder'$
choice loaded the bases; followed by
Bailey 's triple to right center.\
Designated hitte\. , Hugh Campbell
followed with another triple
knock ing him in .
·""Even without a h it, A. U. scOred
first , as errors by second baseman
Burt · Herron in t he first, and third
t;>aseman Kenny May in the ·second,
both lei:I to .single runs.
The Bison(S final two runs ca me in
the sixth on a h it batter, another
triple by Bai ley, and 'a sacrifice fly by.
Campbell.

1
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Top

Defense Coach~•
I

•

'
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Ken Warren and Anthony 'The Juice' Tapp, two heralded Bison football players, were recently named MEAC OFFENSIVE

PL.AYERS .of the ~E.EK. Against the Unive,rsity of Maryland-Easterr1 Shore last week, Ken caught-two touchdown
pa;;ses and The Juice caught on e TD pass a nd has ru.sl1 ed for 2QO ne t yards ir1 two games.

Swimmers Miss Ineligibles

Special

t~

-.

..

•

Corner
•

•

the HILLTOP

In 1974 th e South Carolina State
College defense was tops in the
Mid-Eastern Athlet ic Conference and
fifth among NCAA Division 11
·col leges. In the same year H owar~
Un (versity's offense was tops in the

•

•

•

'

MEAC.

Ther efore, with both teams
staffed by relatively the sa me
per_so n·nel this season, the
Bison-Bulldog tussle in Orangeburg,
S.C., at 2 p.m. this Saturday will be cl
ba"ttle of opposing s trengths

•
'

Sou t h Carol ina , which won its
season opene.r last Saturday night at
home over tough North Carolina
by Karen Mackey
HILLTOP Staff Reporter-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ' A&T, 7-0, ~l l owed on~y 78.3 yards
1Howard University's Swimming
rushing per game last year and only
This year th·e Bison swimmers will
ho urs at the en d o f the y ear .
159.6 per gamP .total
offen~e in .
Team , coached by Joseph Bell, wil l
be starting with five swimmers: Jeff
Uppercl assmen must have a 2.0 grade
winning t he MEAC Chari1pionship.
have their f irst meet Decembe r 5
Ba ss inett, Paulette Cox, Keith
average at the en d of the first
.
Howard, , on the t ,'.""?ther hand,
_a gainst South Carolina State .
Gaines, Charles Green, and James
semester, as well as 24 hou rs at th e
averaged 327 yards
me to lead
Washington, plus seven walk-ons,
The team 's first scrimmage is with
end of the sch ool year . Th e NCAA
. the MEAC in all t - 1 offensive
Towson State College on November
according1to Bell.
establ ish ed th e 12 t1rs. per semester
categorie's (2 , 167 yard"ushing and
12. In preparation' for this Coach Bel l
requirement .
.
, ,
Coach Bell, who is also director of
1,436 passi ng). But the Bulldog
'' Although many o f the i11eligibles
said, ''I have confidence in all my
the Upward Bound Program said,
defense prevailed ave; the Bison
we re th e nucleus o f th e tearn , they
swimmers, and walk -0ns. Our diver,
· ·upward Bound is ,a program tot
o ffense in a meeti ng at RFK Stadium
aren't indi spen sabl e . South Carolina
NCAA Gary Ward champions.hip .
high school students, but there are
last yea.r as· Howard was held to
State , who was MEAC charnpio1ns
Jeff Bassinett, and Paul ette Cox (tl1e
college students and local high school
minus eigh.t yards in t he ai r.
only female swimmers), are
last· year will l1ave 16 me mbers to oUr
te.achers available to tutor members
''We have a lot of work to do,
9, but hard work and confide nce will
compeiitive and ready to work hard
of the swin1ming team."
especially on our goal line offense ," ,
in the fram ework of one month's
keep my swimm ers .fr o m fee ling that
Asked what the future of the
1
said Porter · this week . ''Soutl1
prepl3r ation.''
th ey are defeated be fo re th ey even
Bison swimmers looks like Coach
Carolina has one of the top defenses .
ln order to b.e academically
get in the water."
•
Bell said, ''I have no doubt that each
in the country; we'll have to play our
eligible to participate in
varsity
The lack o f academica lly eligibl e
6f t he swimmers loves to swim. My
best ball ·of the season to win."
sport students must meet the
swimmers th is semester is attributed ,
goal is to see to it that a_ll of the
university requirements . For
•
pa rtly , to negl igence on th e pat o f
swimme rs· are eligible next semester,
•
•
freshmen th at includes a m inimum
the team members wh o fai led to
remain in good academic standing
'S outh Carolina will be led by
grade point average of 1.8 at, the end
''rea p th e l)enefi ts'' o f the tu tors at
an d
go into the
NCAA
defensive end Harry Carson, who had
of the first semester and a total of 24
thei r di spo sa l.
Ch ampionships."
}
16 tackles and two quarterback sacks
last weekend. Tackle Robert Sims
TEAM
VOTES
W· L
POINTS
(6 · 5,300) 1s an al l-conference
defensive toughie while cornerback
1. Grambling
12
2·0
220
1
Leqnard Duncan is getting a hard
'
2 . Jack son $ tate
1
2·0
180
look from pro scouts.
3. Southern Un ive rsity
1·0
140
Again the Bulldog offense will be1
4 . 1 Howard Univers itY
by Andrea Shelton '
1·0
127
a big question mark ·~th starting
5 . . Norfolk State
HI LL.TOP Staff Re porter ·
1·0 • 100
fu llback Neely Dunn e~n t with a
The Intramural and Recreational
6. ' No rth Carolina
· Central
1-0
separated shou lder. T~ir leading J
Activities Program provides Howard
7. North Caroline Central
1-0
71
rusher last week was halfback Ricky
8. North Carolina A&T
students with faciliti es to enjoy a
1·0
.64
Anderson, who tall ied 39 yards.
9. Kentucky Statf:!
variety of at hletic and recre<i,tional
2-0
50
Louis Pinkston, a freshman split enp, ·•
10. Alcorn State
aCtivities apart from athl etic classes
0·1
·
17
•
1s a deep pass receiving threat .
11
.
l
Hampton
Institute
and varsity sports.
1·0
6
The Bulldogs, 8-3 last season with
12. South Caro lina State
.. Competitive team sports include
O·O
a 28-7 de feat to Grambling College in
13. Tl E - Livingstone
softball ,and flag football for men,
1·0
the Pelican Bowl, are attempting to
Tuskegee Ins titute
badmint o n and volleyball fo r
I ·O
fi ll holes left by t he departure of 23
14. Virginia Uni o n
1. 1
women , in addition to table tennis ,
lettermen and ni ne starters, mostly
15. Tl E - Livingstone
soccer, swimming, and basketball for
1 ·0
offensive players.
Bishop
Coll
ege
both men and women.
1
·0
•
But according to Coach Will ie
'
.
Delaware
State
2-0
The program was formerly under
jeffries, ''We'll probably be better off
Others
receiving
votes
.
th'e juri sdiction of the Department of
without last year's group . Putting
Bowie
State,
Langston,
Texas
Physical Education until 1 973 when
· together a productive offense has
So uthern.
'
it was transferred to the Office o'f
been one of bur primary concerns
Student L ife . The p r ogram
this year."
,
coordinator Roosevelt Adams is
Howard , which hold a slim 3·2
assisted by graduate student~ Deni se
edge in the short series, will have to
Britt , Melvin Aaron, and James
,,."establish a ground gam~ in order to
Stpckton .
be e ffective against South Carolina
Anthony Tapp leads the Bison with
i · he
intramural
season was
Special to the HI LL TOP
209 yards in two game~ whi le
high lighted by an awards banquet
WASHtt-JGTON, O.C. - For the
Rounding out th e top five is
fullback Donald Barnes ru shed for 91
held at Ed Murphy's Supper club in
Norfolk State a 34-31 winner over
second straigh t week Grambling
yards in hi s last outing.
April.
Elon College.
State University was chosen the top
Coach Douglas Porter will be
Black college football team' by the
The second ten consists of th ree
T h~ re crea ti onal ac t ivities
ho(>ing quarterbacks Michael Banks
Mutual Black Network's board of
newcomers,
powerful
program last · year feat1.,1red yogq,
_and Donald Port~r are sharp and can
coaches.
Bethune·Cook man , who handed
connect with split end Kenny
jogging, and synchronized swimining,
Th e Tiger s from Loui siana
Mississippi
Valley
State
a
26·6
Warren, who caught two touchdown .
to name a few. These programs too
drubbed Morgan State University
whipping jumped into the No. 6 spot
passed against Maryland· Eastern
have been reinstated . Student
40-7 Saturday for its second straight
for the first time,,and North Carolina
Shore last Friday night . ·
participants numbered well o.ver one
victory, and received 12 o f the 13
Central a 32·0 winner ove r Savannah
And if the Bulldog defense is sti ll
th ousand during the 74-75 year. That
first place votes by th e Bl ac k college
St<jte grabbed the seventh position.
the league's best, then Howard isn ' t
figUre includes
student offcials,
coaches.
·North Carolina A&T ranked
far behind with , 6·3, 250 pound
timr rs, and scorers as wel I <r~ game
eighth, and Kentucky State, '" all·Am~ri ca defensive tackle Ben
The other first place vote went to
participants .
•
.'
unbeat(fn irl two games moved into
Harris credited with 11 tackles and 1
Jackson State of Mississippi, who
1
the No. 9 position. Idle Alcorn State
an intercePtion for a foucl1down
. Mr . Adams is hopeful that more
su rprised with a 43·0 shellacking of
against UM ES.
is rated tenth, and upstart Hampton
wom en will , become involved
Tennessee State. Coach Bob Hill s of
ln s,titute of Virginia plllled up
Lineback ~ r
Maurice Pressley
· especially with the expansion of th e
the Jackson State Tigers held onto
eleventh on the strength of its
approached his potential in th ~ 45-0 I
program to include bowling, cycling,
the second place spot for the second
'
romp over Eastern Shore with 10
surprising 32· 13 win over Winston
straight week.
and rollerskating.
Salem.
tackles and one interception.
•
Southern University leaped from
All t old ,the Bison have given up
Interested individuals and student
Rounding out the top fifteen is
fifth to third place this week by
on ly 71 yards per game rushing and
organizations are urged to submit
South Carolina State 1 2th,
'
upending sixth place Tuskegee 17-3.
their application s for t he upcoming
113.5 yards in total offense for a 2-0
Livingstone and Tuskegee tied for
The jags moved ahead of How:-:rd
season . Refe r to posted information
record. South Carolina is 1·0 .
13th, Virginia Union -14th and a
University, wt10, although beating
on campus or see Mr. Adams in the
three way tie for the 15th spqt with
Th e game will be beamed
Wayne State 7-6 did not move from
pttice of Student Life , R ~ 114 for
Johnson C. Smi th, Bishop and
nationally to 32 rac,Jio stations
its fourth place spot .
Delaware State .
details .
through the Mutua l Balt:k Network.

-

pei:

by ' Dee Dee'
HI LL TOP Staff Reporter
'
There is one si milarity between r
1the Bi son football and soccer teams.
lt seems that both the taptbal l
and the soccer teai;ns possess very
1
1ittle de.p th this season.
1. · '
'Doug Porter, "head coach of the
football team. said that th is ~ear's
team is ''the best yet," but, ''if any.
key men are injUred it could ~eally
hurt the team ." According to ~orter
the team is ''relyi ng very heavily on
it's returning sen iors.''
· .
The head coach of the Na ional
Soccer Champions, Lincoln P~i llips:

'
said that last year's team had a ''lot
of quality dedth ," but, due to the
•
I oss 'of
Kenneth llodigwe, to
Clemson, and 1t~e addition of only
three new men (two are from D.CJ.
''this year's team has no depth ."
Although both coaches expressed
•
conc;em about their similar plight, it
was evident by the pleased
expres~ions on their faces that both
team s ~ ntend to ''go to the mo4ntain
and conquer it." And· each coach
emphatically stated that this year's,.. ·
tea~s are '"TfiE .~ESJ EVER ."
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F or very ast a nd k eadly shobt·
ing fet h od set up the ball with
the shooter in bac win g pdsition. Then,
by positioning the a ll a lon g the foot of
the shooter as showp , you cdn fire in any·
direction with only one wrist movement.
•

-'

.

(ii")

sh~Ot

Pass back Of casionaliy and
quicWly from the midtlle line. Th1s
·
I
I
•
I
surprises your oppfi nent (s) and · makes
more of t~e 1oal visj ble. . ,
•
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shot~ fr~~

,
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Practice bank
the m_id·
~ die a n·d ha fbac~ pds1t 1ons using
the shooting r~tho descri beO in # 1. This
is an unbe lievably
slick shot.
J

.
AND THE~ ...
.

I

PRACTIC
UPWHERf
YOU SEE ·
THIS SIGN' .
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1. What do you think about the New U niversif)'
food services?
2. In what direC,ion would you like to see the
· Black Lib-:ration movement go todayl

•

I

•

I

I

!

JANE CO REY , Comm uni c ations,
Freshman, ~quarius
1. It t1,1 s ii~ UjJ'> a11tl ttow11~- Mort·
cjc)\V1 1s' th.in u1J~ .
L 111 t!1t ~ r1gl1t dirc~ct1(1n. l l1ey ' r~!
talkir1~ lcJucl ai1cl ~ay'1ri. '>u rnethir1g.
!)ut \V l' r1e~c! .i wl1t1le 1(1\ nicire libt'ratc11 ~ Ill 111,1kf' it \VlJri.. .

JON BAILEY (BUTCH), Physical
' Therapy, Sophomore, Taurus
l. Why H owa1d found it 11eces1 s ry to
list !h e aid ot a \vh ite toad
·sJrvic:e' wh ich haS on ly succeeded
irJ rai sirig ~ir ices ~w ithout increaSing
qLality ,I' ll never know . l hope the
. a ~rnir1i s trati <>r1 i'> '>atis!ieql that !!1ey
• d,fn't have to fe~d Bla c k·s al a ~ire 
dominaiely Bla dk College. jve're
ohly the future of B.lac..k r\merica
,and Afrika .
·(
2. 1' he Black Liberatior1 movement should make a niove to show
t ~e majority of Black 13'eo ple \vay~
I? prosper rather than to just survi ve in thi s while soc iety. 1·0 mar1y
nrove~ents are going u11derground
ar. d losing tou c h With the people
,. \~ho are lo(Jking for so~ne direction_

J

•

•
•
GARY 8LACH f1 Zoology, Sophomore, Pisces
I . I thir1k tha it's a shame tl1at
Ho\-vard le l a white-o'1ned curpcJra l ion take ove c the foocl serv•
ices. I or1 ly hope that the ur1iversi!y
cloesn't give !l1em ·a long- term curl·
tracl .
2. Forward: It '>eems tod·ay that a~
Blacks clirnb the eco r1ornic ladder,
they try to assi milate ttie white cul, ture arid tend tc; fcirget about the
liberatic1n of their less f<Jrtu11ate
brotl1ers and sisters.

•

MONl"E RI CH ARDS,

Elel· lrical

Engineering, Sophomore, Libra
(!he Statesman).
1. I fl'el 1t1at tl1 e "r1e\v'' tir1ivefsity
fuci(l servile i:. tl1e ~a111c.' a:. tl1e u lrJ
11U cl1r11r1g service ur1ly w1tl1 !1ig l1£:!1
1:>..r1c.e:.. l l1t• f<1od 1s, !)a sically, cJf tl1e

KOBIN ROCH ELLE THOMAS, Nursing, Freshman, Aquarius
I . lf1e )age f-oo(I ~ervice 1 ~
O\)er at1r1g very JJoorly. f-or the
am<Jur1t of mor1ey you f)ay, the food
should be IJrepareQ a Jot better_
Al.,o you shoul(l gel exac11y wha!
you l1ave paid for. ! know seve ral
things I have tasted seemed to IJe
tu<Jd Substitutes instead of the real
th1r1g. ~ tud er1ts w~o are on the
r11eal 1)!an '>h{Juld gel togel-her and
make Saga get 1heir Stl!.ft together.
2_ l l1e BLM sl1 <>u"ld becorne more
actively 111volvecl with the people_
r\s it 1} 11ciw, r1~Jtl11r1g much i'> heard
about j !31a C" k L1beratrcJn ur1less 11 1s
some r l<1ck l1olicJay or Bla ck fi1 ~t<;r~·
week .

2 I \v ould like lo see the Black
l1IJf'ratr(Jn m(Jven1l•r11 rnove 1n the
• d1rec11011 of l1l)erilt1ng the .Bla c k
r111nd. Mar1y Black minds l1a\'e IJeen
"µrograrnmed '' tl1roL1gh the still
·\v h1 IL' - cc1r1 t r(Jl IE~cJ ed ucii 110 r1a I sys te1n s l1f tl1t~ C<lu r1try ar1rl thr ough
wh1te 1 fJro11ag
Jnda. I W(lUl(i l<Jve llJ
,
~e(• you11g Ula(k rni11ds /Jeir1g taugfit
tf1e> trut' truth alJoul tt1e wcirld anci
A1ner.ica 1r1~1eatl 1t1e ol(l t'r George
•
Wa~hir1gtor1, Fatf1 er 1Jf our Cci untry
rou!ir1(-' .ir1J tl1e Abr af1ar11 Lin<:cJlr1.
Savior ()I tt1e )laves r1cir1sens('_ l"he
l~lack rniritl'> ~l1ciuld be taL1ght t o
'>l'e IJeycir1cl the '' fair arid 1us1'' gov err1ml• r1\ of thi s cour1try lo th{' currup11or1 and pre1ucl1c..e anti '>tr;ve I!)
, cl1arlge 1! 10 U1·tter \vorld 1or h1~
111•o f1ll· a-. '-'' t·ll as 1nani..1ncl

•
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•

,
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Any person wishing to w o.rk
on the Variety Show com mittee
should contact:
Ricky Wilson Rm. 281
Student L-ife Offices
Tel. No.636-6920 · ~

-w

or
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•

. •

•

I

'
•
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There will .be a ''Meet ing of th e
Minds'"' f or atl studen ts interested in
joining the American Marketi ng
~ssociation . All business students
wfio would like ·10 join the Marketing
Club please attend. Bring all your
ideas with you. Freshmen and
Sophomores needed!!

and

MUNCHIES will be served.
DATE : Monday, September 29 ,,
1975
I
•

-. TIME: 5:00 ~.m.

•
•

PLACE : ·School of Business,
Room 105, Sherman -Aven1:Je, N .W •
For more information, plea~ call

636-7440.
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•

!
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BRYAN THOMAS, Com mun 1a ·
tions, Adv, Freihman, Libra
~
1 . For !he ou!rage(JU'> arnourtt' of
rnor1ey you l)ay for th_e r11eal
~ n,
the quantity and QUALllY <>i ihe
1oud is far belo\v cjecent '> tandard s.
l he same food 1s re ~ ha~hed and r1·hea1ed1 tiay after ddy, \vl11le tht·
v~rlet} is l1m,\ed to l11tle ar1<I 11 yn1• _
·2. I woulcJ like to .,ee tl1e Libera·
lion lncivernent advar1ce 1i'1 the pof>rtical arena 1n tht! U .S. - 1><>1; IC..'>
being such a rnajor f0rcf' in
tr(Jlli11g our liv(·~ .

•

FLOYD THO.MAS, Archilecture,
lunior, Scorpio
l. l:Jy br1ngl11g 1r1 ')ag.i ro1Jd C<JrnJla11y. whit.Ii ha~ ovt·r .lO,CJU(J ern flloyef~~. tl1e LllllV(~ r!,lt~· IS guilty ()I
c ruel a11<l 1r1l1L1rnar11· pL1111 .,t1rnent_
f(JOCl i~ no\V l'~' L( J (l k\•Ci Ill bulk,
and tl1os<' '> !U(l<~ r)l !> \Vhu eilt tl1ere
can tell yciu !ht• !(>CJ<l I'> tt·rriblt', an(!
gPttir1g \V O f Se.
· 2_ I \vuulti l1k1• t(J ">('t' tf1c Bla c k
Liberatior1 r11(1ve;:11('t1t rnove l.ij a
n101e L111i11ecl d1rt•tl 1011 \fJ\\' drtl '>
p<i ~1t ive l:J lac k gl1al~ It 1l1~1l r11('an~ _
be111g inort' rt'V<Jl ut11Jr1.-ir} , 1!1ar1 we
~hrJuld
b<· r11urt·' rc volu!1or1dfY V\.'ha!ev(•r v.t', a.,, 111(• l~la ck Libe ra 11011 m{1vernt•r1I clo 1t ~hoLilcl iJe t<>r
1111' t•cl1t1cat11>r1 cJ1 "1•l1 .lr1cl, kin(I

•
I
•

•

l

LASSITER, Electrical EnginSophomore, Sagittarius
finally realized what was
by lhe ''pew' ' focJd service _
I s a~ ttie 11t>w com1Jany
, ;1-~me. Otherwi s~, JI his Year's food
' ~vice has not 6 rover1 itse.11 tc) be
Vfr"y different frJrn last year '~ se rvide. l'rices have c har1ged , but the
quality of food re main ~ !he sa1ne.
2. There rieeds 10 be a better
ur;iily amor1g Black IJeOfJle_ AS: a re . sJ lt of being brainwa shed an<l cor1fused in this soCiety, our ir1tc!rests
• and ideas are too \'ariecl \Vhi(h
holds u s ba ck fr diin acl11evi11g many
of our cornrno11 goals_ H i~tory has
• revealed 1l1e ac Cornpl1shrnenl'> thdt
Sl fo ngly u11ifi£~d 11umbe1s of j)CO IJlt•
have rnade. S1)e<; if1 cally, il tool such
-as the ballot mu st be taken much
more ser iou sly: lr1 esser1c..e, I feel
the Black Liberat ion strugglP sh oulcl
strive more towa·rd ~ unit}'

J
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Dr. David T . Shannon, Dean. of
• Faculty,
Pittsburgh Theological
Seminary, Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania,
will be guest speaker at the Sunday
Chapel Service in Andrew Rankin
M e mor ial
Cha~el
on Sunday,
September 28, 1975, at 11 :00 a.m.
Dr. Shannon's sermon topic will be:
At 6:00_ p.m. on Sunday, the
28th, in Andrew Rankin Memorial
. Chapel, THE CHAPEL CHOIR will
be presented in Concert. This concert
is a .Part of the
Re-entry
Celebrations for the repaired and
refurbished.Rankin Chapel.

Black Caucus

by C. K. Barber
Hilltop Contributing Editor

The Congressional Black Gaucus
will hold a legislative workshop
during th"e Caucus' Fifth Annual
Dinner Weekend. September 2.6-27 ,
1975. The WorkshoP, co-sponsored
~Y the Joint Center for Political
Stt.idies, will take place on Friday,
~ptember 26, 1975, 9:00 a.rn . to
!;>:00 p.m. in the Rayburn '· ouse
Office Building (rooms B3~
¢-. 4b) .
The workshop is design
to
provide participants J briefi
on
c urrent legislativ e issues and
legislat ive/politi ccil strategies of
aoncern to black, poor and other
Americans. Hundreds of elected and·
appoi nted officials, as well as other
citizens concerned with the
legislative process are expected to
attend.

•

Wine and Che

•

Concerned Students

Zeta Phi . Beta Sorority
If you are concerned about
student problems such as tuition
increase, the
· phtasinQ.
out of Black schools.
. dormitories being overcrowded,
SAGA food, faculty tenure, the
price of books in the book store,
"the Health Service, and many
more vital issues,then sign up for
the Committee for Concerned
• Students.
Sign _ up in the U.G .S.A.
office, room 283 Cook Hal l or

Wine and Cheese Sip

-

For Freshman Only!
September 26, 1975

"'...•

Human Ecology Living Roorn

.

,

6 to 7:30 p.m .

'

•

'
gave no reply . As of late summer,
SGA President Malcolm Jones was
Proceeding with plans t o file suit.

FCC Protest
Some 200 Federal City College
students marched to · the District
Building last week to air a variety o'f
grieva·nces before City Council
member William Spaulding . ·
The march was sparked by
complaints ,of ill planned registration
procedures which resulted in lengthy
lines for both registration and book
,
purchases. Students had to wait up
to eight hours to register for classes
and up to ' five hours to purchase
book ~ in the school's, only pock
store. Many FCC students work and
''don't have time to wait in line."
said Joseph Gatling , president of the
People's Government Associ ation.
Other grievances included: lack of
park ing at the colleges 16 schools,
lack of students control over activity
fees, and a call for the replacement
of top FCC administrators.

Southern Suit

presents.a

'/

,

I

Sunday Chapel ·

The
Student
G ~ vernment
Association of Southern Uni'versitlf'
has r11acted to a possible libelous
statement made on the Louisiana
· House floor with plar,is to sue the
speaker, ~ Representati ve Johnni e
Jones.
~
According to re ports, Rep . Jones
attributed Southern's ''downfall '' to
''those lousy, rotten students we
have up there." A written apology
was demanded by the SGA but the
representative from Baton Rouge

they are not adequately represented
in the selection process. M"eanwh_?,
as many Black Stu_dies prograrr\5 at
White universities are being phased
out, • UMAS S's Black Studies
Chairman. John Bracey s"ai d, ''We
(the' Black Studies Dept.) w il l not·be
cut . any"1 worse than any other
department .''

'
Football Death
'·

A football Player a>(.jolcrfiS
College died unexpet :lly
first day of footbJ11 practice
is
month.
Th e first ~practice h'ad just been
completed when team member
Alfonso Taylor passed out in the
I'
locker room. The team trainer
administered mo~th to mouth
resusitation ~ then r~shed Tt1ylor to
1
the hospital w here he was
pronounced dead. l ccording to M.J.
Powel l , assistant t~f the president of
<
MB, the cause of death has not yet
been announced.
The Wolverines have announced
that they will dedicate this ~ason to
Taylor , a thi rd yJar student from
Chicago, Ill.

j -

California Soul

l

1

,
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Cutback at

,

' • A move was made to coordinate ·
the efforts of Black un iversi.ty and
co llege students throughout
California to counter the rollback of
Black participation in their, respective
schools at a recent co.nference held in
Berkely, Calif.
The conference, held at the
University of California, resulted in
ari affirmation of Black student's
''responsibility to Pursue meaningful
partii::ipation at every level." The
issue revolVes around
, efforts of white
u[niversities aimed at ''the
neutralization'' of Afro-American
'Studies <1ePartments and Black

teachers, accord;ng to tJC soc;ology

professor Harry: Edwards.
The New Afrik!a House Cultural
El:lwards, widely known for hi s
center, a community service cent~~rticipation in the 1968 Olympic
a.nd formerly the Jenter of, all Blafk · i:;oycott, is · himself the victim of
1
activities at th~ UniWrsi'tv of ! a1tempts ' to discredit Black ' facultyMassachu·sse ts l is to date, · members. Edwards ' is a Ph .D. who
''n?nfu_nctional ."" j while all o~her . has written textbooks now being
un1vers1ty departments and off1~s
~sed in over 100 college courses, but
are running as usua~, the New Afr1ka
ijas been told that he will. be
House has no coordinator.
· ~er minated within three years
The delay reportedly · is due to
·because he doesn't meet the ''high
protests from the community that
Jiandards'' of the U.C. system.
t •
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call 636·6918 , 6919.
I

•

.
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REFRESHMENTS

•

,'

"l'M 0.K .; YOU'RE O.K.>"

Kyle San ford
Tel. No.636-4165 •

. . Marketing Club
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•
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~elp Wanted
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ur1iverS1ty fo1ld Sf'rv1 ces are a d isgra ce to Hu\va1d University.

'

,

•

•

:.amc JJOclr c1ual1ty. It 5eein~ to me
that for thl:' 1ncrc·a:.e ir1 cost ar1d thl'
larger nur11ber ot students that J
di~1i11g servict• <Jf better quality,
ever1 as far as 1l1e Jlersc)na!rt)' of the
"'l: inJ)loyees 1:. C{1 r1cc·rri£•d , Louil!
Lorne 11110 being. 111 sho1 t , the r1e\v
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•
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•
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